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Over the recent years, smart grids have received great public attention. Many proposed
functionalities rely on power electronics, which play a keyrole in the smart grid, together
with the communication network. However, “smartness” is not the driver that alone moti-
vates the research towards distribution networks based on power electronics; the network
vulnerability to natural hazards has resulted in tightening requirements for the supply se-
curity, set both by electricity end-users and authorities.Because of the favorable price
development and advancements in the field, direct current (DC) distribution has become
an attractive alternative for distribution networks.

In this doctoral dissertation, power electronic converters for a low-voltage DC (LVDC)
distribution system are investigated. These include the rectifier located at the beginning
of the LVDC network and the customer-end inverter (CEI) on thecustomer premises. Rec-
tifier topologies are introduced, and according to the LVDC system requirements, topolo-
gies are chosen for the analysis. Similarly, suitable CEI topologies are addressed and se-
lected for study. Application of power electronics into electricity distribution poses some
new challenges. Because the electricity end-user is supplied with the CEI, it is responsible
for the end-user voltage quality, but it also has to be able tosupply adequate current in all
operating conditions, including a short-circuit, to ensure the electrical safety. Supplying
short-circuit current with power electronics requires additional measures, and therefore,
the short-circuit behavior is described and methods to overcome the high-current supply
to the fault are proposed. Power electronic converters alsoproduce common-mode (CM)
and radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic interferences (EMI), which are not present in
AC distribution. Hence, their magnitudes are investigated.

To enable comprehensive research on the LVDC distribution field, a research site was
built into a public low-voltage distribution network. The implementation was a joint task
by the LVDC research team of Lappeenranta University of Technology and a power com-
pany Suur-Savon S̈ahk̈o Oy. Now, the measurements could be conducted in an actual
environment. This is important especially for the EMI studies. The main results of the
work concern the short-circuit operation of the CEI and the EMI issues. The applicability
of the power electronic converters to electricity distribution is demonstrated, and sugges-
tions for future research are proposed.



Keywords: Low-voltage direct current, LVDC distribution,smart grid, research site, con-
verter, power electronics, CEI, common-mode, EMI, short circuit
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1 Introduction

Power electronic converters have been used in power transmission and power supply ap-
plications for decades. High-voltage DC (HVDC) systems are currently used around the
world, and with high voltage levels, they are an efficient solution to long-distance and
high-power transmission, and for interconnecting AC networks. In industrial environ-
ments, small-scale DC distribution has been used to feed common DC buses to which
motor inverters are connected. Similarly, DC distributionhas been proposed to replace
AC networks in various applications, such as in data center supply (Salato et al., 2012) and
marine vessel power systems (Zahedi and Norum, 2013). DC hasalso been proposed for
residential microgrids (Kakigano et al., 2010) and nanogrids (Cvetkovic et al., 2012), and
studies concerning direct DC supply in household appliances and protection of home DC
grids have been published (Lucı́a et al., 2013), (Rodrı́guez-Otero and O’Neill-Carrillo,
2008), (Makarabbi et al., 2014a), (Makarabbi et al., 2014b). Still, AC has been the only
choice for public low-voltage (LV) electricity distribution. A typical LV electricity distri-
bution network in Finland is a three-phase 400 V 50 Hz AC network supplied by a 20 kV
medium-voltage (MV) network. Over the past decade, a few major storms have generated
high interruption costs, and every winter, snow causes supply interruptions in the MV
network. Interruptions caused by trees are common in overhead line rural MV networks,
because MV branch line paths often go through forests, and therefore, achieving tighten-
ing supply security requirements set by the Finnish legislation is more challenging with
an overhead line MV network. Secondly, the network is aging and requires renovation.
To overcome these challenges and to enhance supply security, one option is to increase
underground cabling (Haakana, 2013); however, especiallyrural power companies have
numerous low-power MV branch lines, to which MV cabling is anexpensive solution.
In these areas, some power companies have adopted 1000 V AC distribution (Lohjala,
2005), (Lohjala et al., 2005) to avoid MV cabling, but 1000 V AC distribution is still a
fairly seldom used solution. To this end, power-electronics-based solutions that exploit
DC in power distributions have also been studied.

1.1 Low-voltage DC distribution

The development in power electronics and the rising public attention to smart grids have
resulted in intense research globally, and smart grids haveincreased their attractiveness.
For instance in (Li, 2010), each smart transmission grid is regarded as an integrated system
that functionally consists of three interactive, smart components, in other words, smart
control centers, smart transmission networks, and smart substations. Consequently, the
structure of the distribution networks is changing and the power transmission is no longer
unidirectional, that is, from the power plants to the customer. The number of small-scale
power generation units, energy storages, and electric vehicles is increasing, and almost
all of them share one essential feature: DC voltage. The low-voltage DC (LVDC) distri-
bution network enables easy connection of distributed generation to the grid, and in most
cases, power conversion is required to match the voltage level to the grid voltage but no
synchronization is required.
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Figure 1.1: LVDC distribution system replacing a medium-voltage branch line and a low-voltage
AC network (LUT, 2010).

In rural-area distribution, LVDC is a development step fromthe 1000 V AC distribution.
In the public network LVDC distribution system concept, DC is applied in a larger scale
than in the applications mentioned above. The LVDC distribution uses DC together with
power electronics to replace 20 kV MVAC overhead branch lines and a 400 V AC net-
work by an undergrounded DC network that can be built with LV cables. In Figure 1.1,
the concept of the LVDC distribution is presented, and the LVDC is used in a rural en-
vironment. Advantages are, for instance, lower grid investment costs, enhanced end-user
voltage quality, and various smart grid functionalities enabled by the use of smart power
electronic converters (Kaipia et al., 2006), (Lassila et al., 2008), (Lassila et al., 2009).
In the interconnection point to the MVAC network, an AC/DC conversion is required,
and further, at every electricity end-user connected to theLVDC network, electricity sup-
ply is provided by a customer-end inverter (CEI) or a DC/DC converter, if the end-user
can exploit DC supply. Power electronics enables the customer-end voltage quality con-
trol (Peltoniemi et al., 2013), and the integrated communications (Pinomaa, 2013) allows
smart grid functions, such as the customer-end load controland the intelligent network
management. The feasibility of the LVDC distribution relies on the use of the highest al-
lowed DC voltage level of 1500 V defined by the low-voltage directive LVD 2006/95/EC
(LVD, 2006). With a bipolar LVDC system applying the maximumvoltage level (-750
VDC, 0 VDC, +750 VDC), the power transmission capacity can be 15 times that of the
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400 V AC distribution with the same cable cross section (Figure 1.2), because higher
voltage drop can be allowed with DC. Because the LVDC distribution enables the use of
low-voltage cables and the transmission capacity is higher, the LVDC network provides a
cost-effective way to develop distribution networks.

Figure 1.2: Comparison of maximum transmission powers (Kaipia, 2014).

1.2 Motivation of the work

DC microgrids and nanogrids are usually proposed for different purposes, for instance
residential applications and data center power supply, as was discussed above. Despite
the manifold activities in the smart grids field, similar applications of the LVDC distribu-
tion have not been presented in the literature so far. The LVDC distribution system that
is in the focus of this doctoral dissertation is used for public electricity distribution, and
it is designed to be an alternative to a traditional AC distribution system based on MV
branch lines and a 400 V AC distribution network. The DC network and the smart power
electronic converters open up opportunities to more efficient and diversified distribution
network control. Many functionalities are required from the converters, but their rele-
vance can be questioned. For instance, the requirements forthe rectifier are different in a
simple unidirectional network than in a network having energy storages and local genera-
tion. From the CEI point of view, both three-phase and single-phase solutions have to be
studied, although the typical customer-end supply in Finland is provided as a three-phase
one; the LVDC distribution may introduce new openings for the single-phase supply.

The customers already supplied with the AC distribution require solutions that are com-
patible with the system today. Consequently, the CEI has to be able to meet the require-
ments set by the voltage quality and electrical safety. The short-circuit operation of the
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CEI is important from the electrical safety point of view, because if the CEI has to be
compatible with present protection devices, that is, fusesand circuit breakers, it has to be
able to supply sufficient short-circuit current. The question is whether there are any other
alternatives available. Finally, when power electronics are applied to the electricity dis-
tribution, high-frequency disturbances arise, and it has to be studied if these disturbances
have an effect on the operation of the system or even deteriorate the electrical safety of
the customer.

1.3 Objective of the work and research methods

The first hypothesis is that the public network LVDC distribution system, based on power
electronic converters, can be implemented. In this doctoral dissertation, the design and
operating requirements for the power electronic converters are addressed. In this appli-
cation, certain features are required from the rectifier andthe CEIs. For example, the
rectifier plays the key role in the power flow control between the MV network and the
DC network. On the customer premises, the CEI alone is supplying the electricity, and
it is responsible for the voltage quality. At the same time, the CEI has to enable smart
grid functionalities, and meet the requirements set for thefault protection and electrical
safety. Finally, to be economically feasible, the energy efficiency of the converters have to
be optimized for this application; the efficiency of the electricity supply from the power
plant to the distribution network is good and therefore, thelosses produced in the ‘last
mile’ are highly significant. Furthermore, the reliabilityof the converters has to be high,
because the service life of a distribution network is decades, and thus, the need to replace
the converters frequently degrades the overall feasibility.

The second hypothesis is that the power electronic converters can be feasibly implemented
to meet the set requirements. The main objectives of the workare to introduce applicable
converter topologies and analyze them against the functionalities and requirements set
by this application. The main research issues for the rectifier involve the requirements
and functionalities for the rectifier and consideration of the applicable topologies. At
the customer end of the DC network, one research question concerns the CEI structures.
Secondly, the LVDC network being a potential replacement for AC networks today, fault
protection and clearance in a customer-end network have to be taken into account, espe-
cially when the protection is implemented with traditional, short-circuit current dependent
devices. In this case, the CEI has to (1) supply sufficient current for the protection de-
vices and (2) keep the current in the safe operating area (SOA) of the CEI. The question
is: What does the short-circuit current supply requirement mean from the CEI point of
view, and is it possible to manage the situation by applying other, low-current protection
methods? Finally, as the power electronics is the key element in the power conversion and
supply, an analysis of the conducted and radiated interferences is required. The research
site, introduced below, plays a key role in the electromagnetic interference (EMI) study;
the measurements can be conducted in an actual distributionnetwork.
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Even though the economic point of view is important for the LVDC concept, the research
questions of this doctoral dissertation mainly involve technical issues, and economic con-
siderations represent only a limited part of the work. The reason is that in the course of
the research, the objective has been to develop and verify structures and methodologies
that enable the proof of concept. However, it is pointed out that the optimization of the
converters is not in the scope of the study. To sum up, the workfocuses on analyzing the
converters for the LVDC system, and considers the functionalities required for the reliable
power supply.

A literature study is made to survey and elaborate on potential topologies and their prop-
erties. The main research methods applied are calculations, simulations, and experimental
measurements, of which the empirical research covers the most of the study. Simulations
are performed in Simplorer and Matlab Simulink environments. The analysis is mainly
based on measurements carried out on a public distribution network research site (Publi-
cation IV), (Nuutinen et al., 2013), (Nuutinen et al., 2015), built by LUT in cooperation
with a Finnish power company Suur-Savon Sähk̈o Oy. The research site was established
to allow practical studies, concerning different areas of the LVDC distribution; the LVDC
distribution is a novel approach to public electricity distribution, and the objective was to
combine a fully functional LVDC system with a flexible research platform. The research
site is addressed in Chapter 6. Furthermore, a laboratory setup at Lappeenranta University
of Technology (LUT) (Nuutinen et al., 2011b) was used.

1.4 Outline of the work

The doctoral dissertation consists of a summary section andthe appended original publi-
cations. The contents of the summary are divided into seven chapters as follows.

Chapter 1 introduces the LVDC distribution system concept, and discusses in brief the
use of power electronics in the LVDC distribution and the requirements for the converters
in this application. The chapter describes the background and motivation of the disser-
tation, presents the research objective and methods, and provides the scientific contribu-
tions.

Chapter 2 elaborates on the requirements for the rectifier. Topologies for the rectifier are
presented and they are compared against the requirements set for the rectifier in LVDC
distribution. The main analysis is made for a diode bridge rectifier, a half-controlled
thyristor bridge rectifier, and a PWM grid-tie rectifying converter. First, the start-up of
the LVDC distribution network using a diode bridge rectifierand a half-controlled thyris-
tor bridge rectifier is analyzed by a case study. Next, the opportunities enabled by the
more advanced control over the DC network voltage such as theoption to connect a bat-
tery energy storage system (BESS) directly to the DC network,are addressed. Finally,
other rectifier topologies are introduced.
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Chapter 3 focuses on the customer-end inverter. Five two-level (2L) topologies are intro-
duced and after an analysis, three applicable topologies are selected for a more detailed
comparison, where their characteristics and losses are analyzed (Publication V). The
losses for three topologies (single-phase full-bridge, three-phase full-bridge, and modular
three-phase) are calculated using nine commercially available switches (IGBT, MOSFET,
and SiC MOSFET).

Chapter 4 is devoted to the overcurrent supply capability and short-circuit operation of
the CEI. Because the CEI is supplying an actual customer with protection devices and
equipment that require current higher than the nominal current, the current supply re-
quirements for the CEI are discussed. First, the short-circuit behavior of the galvanically
nonisolating CEI structure is described (Publication I). Next, a similar analysis is per-
formed for a galvanically isolating three-phase CEI structure used on the research site
(Publication II). Consequently, the challenges in protection both from the electrical safety
and equipment points of view are considered, and different methods for short-circuit pro-
tection are proposed to overcome the challenges with the short-circuit current supply.

Chapter 5 analyzes the electromagnetic interference (EMI) on the LVDC distribution
research site (Publication III). First, common-mode EMI inthe customer-end network is
studied, and the effect on the operation of the system and theelectrical safety of the elec-
tricity end-user are considered by using measurement data collected from the research
site. Next, the common-mode EMI in the DC network and its effect on the use of PLC
communication is studied. Finally, radio frequency EMI generated by the power elec-
tronic converters is analyzed. In addition to the results ofthe system with a half-controlled
thyristor rectifier (Publication III), some new measurement results with the PWM grid-tie
rectifying converter are presented and analyzed against previous results.

Chapter 6 introduces the LVDC public network research site (Publication IV). The back-
ground of the of the site is outlined and the structure of the setup is described.

Chapter 7 is the final chapter before the appended publications. Conclusions are made
and suggestions are provided for future work.

1.5 Summary of publications

This doctoral dissertation consists of five publications, three of which are refereed journal
articles and two are refereed conference publications. Thefirst publication was published
in 2009, and the last publication included in the dissertations was published in 2015. The
author of this dissertation is the primary author of all the publications.

Publication I addresses the operation, current supply capability, and current limitation
of the CEI in a short-circuit. The CEI studied in the publication is a single-phase galvan-
ically nonisolating inverter implemented in the laboratory. The publication presents three
methods for short-circuit protection in different inverter structures and makes a compar-
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ison between them. In this publication, the author of the doctoral dissertation has devel-
oped and implemented the protection methods.

Publication II studies the short-circuit operation of the three-phase CEI,implemented
for the LVDC distribution system research network. It introduces the control scheme for
the short-circuit current control and analyzes alternative short-circuit protection solutions
to overcome the problem of high fault current injection. In this publication, the present
author analyzed the CEI operation in a short-circuit and developed alternative protection
methods. The control scheme of the CEI was developed by Dr. Peltoniemi.

Publication III investigates common-mode (CM) and radio frequency (RF) electromag-
netic interferences (EMI) on the LVDC distribution system research site. CM currents in
the DC network and the customer-end networks are studied by on-site measurements with
the objective to determine whether there are disturbances that exceed the requirements of
the standards or whether the CM current could cause safety issues in the converter-fed
user-end network. Moreover, RF disturbances are measured and discussed. In this publi-
cation, the present author is responsible for the analysis of the RF EMI and customer-end
network CM current issues. The effect of the CM current on the feasibility of power line
communication (PLC) in the DC network was analyzed by Dr. Pinomaa.

Publication IV introduces an LVDC distribution system research site, which was es-
tablished in the course of the doctoral work to enable practical studies on different areas
of LVDC distribution. The publication focuses on investigating the design, structure,
functionalities, and operation of the site using the experiences of use and the measure-
ment results gathered during continuous operation. The major functionalities and other
important system properties are demonstrated. The research site has been implemented
in cooperation by the LVDC research team of Lappeenranta University of Technology
(LUT), and the present author has played the key role in the development and implemen-
tation of the research site, converters, converter functionalities, and protection systems.
The publication was also written by the author.

Publication V considers the power electronic losses of the feasible single- and three-
phase CEI topologies. The losses are calculated using nine different power switches:
three commercially available IGBT, MOSFET, and SiC MOSFET power switches are se-
lected for comparison. Further, the effect of the supply voltage level on the losses of the
CEI is calculated for the nine power transistors in single- and three-phase topologies. The
publication was written by the present author.

The author of the doctoral dissertation has also been the primary author or a coauthor
in the following publications on closely related topics. These publications are excluded
from the doctoral dissertation.

Nuutinen, P., Lana, A., Salonen, P., and Silventoinen, P. (2011a). “Start-up of the LVDC
Distribution Network.” InProc. of CIRED 2011. 6–9 Jun. 2011, Frankfurt, Germany.
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Nuutinen, P., et al. (2011b). “Implementing a Laboratory Research Platform for an LVDC
Distribution System.” InProc. of IEEE SmartGridComm 2011. 17–20 Oct. 2011, Brus-
sels, Belgium.

Nuutinen, P., et al. (2012). “Commissioning Inspection of anLVDC Distribution Net-
work.” In Proc. of NORDAC 2012. 10–11 Sept. 2012, Espoo, Finland.

Nuutinen, P., et al. (2013). “Experiences from Use of an LVDCSystem in Public Elec-
tricity Distribution.” In Proc. of CIRED 2013. 10–13 Jun. 2013, Stockholm, Sweden.

Nuutinen, P., et al. (2015). “Implementing a Battery Energy Storage System with a Con-
verterless Direct Connection to an LVDC Distribution Network.” In Proc. of CIRED 2015.
15–18 Jun. 2015, Lyon, France.

Nuutinen, P., Pinomaa, A., and Silventoinen, P. (2016). “Grid-Tie Rectifying Converter
Impact on Common-Mode and RF EMI in a Low-Voltage DC Distribution Network.”
IEEE Trans. Smart Grid. In review.

Peltoniemi, P. and Nuutinen, P. (2013). “Fault Detection Method for Phase-to-Ground
Faults in Three-Phase Inverter Applications.” InProc. of IECON13. 10–13 Nov. 2013,
Vienna, Austria.

Peltoniemi, P., Nuutinen, P., and Pyrhonen, J. (2013). “Observer-based Output Voltage
Control for DC Power Distribution Purposes.”IEEE Trans. Power Electron., 28(4), pp.
1914–1926.

Mattsson, A., et al. (2014a). “Galvanic Isolation and Output LC Filter Design for the
Low-Voltage DC Customer-End Inverter.”IEEE Trans. Smart Grid, 5(5), pp. 2593–2601.

Mattsson, A., et al. (2014c). “Implementation of a Modular Customer-end Inverter for
a Low Voltage DC Distribution Network.” InProc. of EPE 2014. 26–28 Aug. 2014,
Lappeenranta, Finland.

Mattsson, A., et al. (2015b). “Life-Cycle Cost Analysis for the Customer-end Inverter
Used in Low Voltage DC Distribution.” InProc. of ICDCM 2015. 31 Mar.–1 Apr. 2015,
Charleston, SC, USA.

Mattsson, A., et al. (2015a). “Evaluation of Isolated Converter Topologies for Low Volt-
age DC Distribution.” InProc. of IECON 2015. 9–12 Nov. Yokohama, Japan.

Lana, A., et al. (2014b). “On Low-Voltage Dc Network Customer-End Inverter Energy
Efficiency.” IEEE Trans. Smart Grid, 5(6), pp. 2709–2717.
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Lana, A., et al. (2015a). “Control and Monitoring Solution for the LVDC Power Distribu-
tion Network Research Site.” InProc. of ICDCM 2015. 31 Mar.–1 Apr. 2015, Charleston,
SC, USA.

Lana, A., et al. (2015b). “Control of directly connected energy storage in LVDC dis-
tribution network.” InProc. of ACDC 2015. 10–12 February 2015, Edgbaston Stadium,
Birmingham, UK.

Kaipia, T., et al. (2012). “Field Test Environment for LVDC Distribution – Implementa-
tion Experiences.” InProc. of CIRED Workshop 2012. 29–30 May 2012, Lisbon, Portugal.

Kaipia, T., et al. (2013). “A System Engineering Approach toLow-Voltage DC Distri-
bution.” In Proc. of CIRED 2013. 10–13 Jun. 2013, Stockholm, Sweden.

Karppanen, J., et al. (2015). “Effect of Voltage Level Selection on Earthing and Pro-
tection of LVDC Distribution Systems.” InProc. of ACDC2015. 10–12 February 2015,
Edgbaston Stadium, Birmingham, UK.

1.6 Scientific contributions

The scientific contributions of this doctoral dissertationare:

• Analysis and definition of the requirements, applicable topologies, and functionali-
ties for the rectifier in LVDC distribution.

• Analysis and definition of the requirements, applicable topologies, and functionali-
ties for the CEI in LVDC distribution.

• Analysis of the CEI overcurrent supply and operation in a short-circuit.
• Methods for the customer-end network short-circuit protection.
• Loss analysis of the CEI structures.
• Analysis of common-mode and RF EMI originating from the powerelectronics and

their effect on the system and customer-end network operation and electrical safety.
• Implementation and verification of the developed methodologies and technologies.
• Design, implementation, and analysis of a fully functionalLVDC system with an

energy storage, built into a public rural-area distribution network.
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2 Rectifier

This chapter presents rectifier topologies applicable to LVDC distribution and compares
them against the requirements set for the rectifier in this particular application. Depending
on the DC network structure and desired functionalities, atleast the following technical
requirements are set for the rectifier:

• Unidirectional/bidirectional power flow
• DC voltage and power control
• High energy efficiency
• Low grid current distortion
• Low EMI
• Remote control and monitoring
• High-resolution measurements
• Complies with distribution network standards

Not all of the requirements have to be met in every LVDC application. For instance, ac-
curate DC network voltage control is not needed in the simplest structure. In addition, an
unidirectional rectifier may also be suitable in applications where power does not have to
be supplied from the DC network to the supplying grid. These issues are addressed later
in this chapter.

As it was mentioned in Chapter 1, the feasibility of the LVDC distribution requires the
highest allowed DC voltage level of 1500 V. Hence, the LVDC network can be constructed
at least as a unipolar or bipolar structure with 1500 VDC or±750 VDC voltage levels,
respectively. The unipolar solution is not feasible with the 1500 V voltage level as it re-
quires switches with a high rated voltage in the CEI, if two-level CEI topologies are used.
Besides, these components are designed for industrial, traction, or other high-current ap-
plications, and therefore, they are overdimensioned for this purpose. In addition, the
losses become high because of the high-voltage switch technology. However, 3.3 kV SiC
MOSFETs are being developed, but they are not yet feasible. In Figure 2.1, cost trends of
1200 V and 3.3 kV SiC MOSFETs are shown, and it is evident that the price/amps for 3.3
kV components is notably higher and will remain such in the near future. With the±750
V bipolar structure, the use of 1200 V switches is enabled, which significantly increases
the availability of the components. In addition to the IGBT technology, the development
has been rapid, and novel, low-switching-loss silicon carbide (SiC) and gallium nitride
(GaN) power switches have become, or are becoming, commercially available (Figure
2.2). Consequently, the DC network in this doctoral dissertation is considered a bipolar
structure.

If the bipolar DC network is constructed by connecting two rectifiers in series, a single
rectifier supplies either the top or bottom (plus or minus) half of the network, that is,
voltage levels between +750 V and 0 V or 0 V and -750 V, respectively. If a two-tier
transformer feeds a rectifier with 1500 V output DC voltage, split output capacitors are
used to constitute the middle point of the DC network. In Figure 2.3, these two options
of the rectifier supply are presented using a half-controlled thyristor bridge rectifier as an
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Figure 2.1: Projected cost trends of a) 1200 V and b) 3.3 kV SiC MOSFETs (Cree Inc., 2014).

Figure 2.2: Overall SiC and GaN power semiconductor market 2012–2022 (Eden, 2013).

example. In Figure 2.3b, a high capacitance is required to keep the voltage equal at both
voltage levels (poles), and the control of the DC voltage of an individual pole is not attain-
able. It is, however, possible to use an additional balancing leg to balance the voltages of
the capacitors, but it adds more complexity to the circuit and degrades the efficiency of the
rectifier (Alahuhtala and Tuusa, 2008). The split capacitorstructure is also challenging
in special situations such as a high current unbalance between the poles. The unbalance
also produces a DC component to the transformer. The worst case is a single-pole DC
short-circuit, shown in Figure 2.3b. If the voltage of the bottom poleUDC− becomes 0
V during the short-circuit, the voltage of the top poleUDC+ doubles from 750 V to the
rectifier output voltage 1500 V. This may result in a failure in the converters connected
to the healthy pole. Finally, if the DC network protection isimplemented using devices
based on fault current injection and the energy of the faultypole capacitor is not adequate
to trip the protection, the short-circuit and overvoltage conditions will remain until other
protection measures are performed.

In this application, the topology of the rectifier is determined by the network structure
and the requirements of the LVDC network, and therefore, a single topology is not suit-
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Figure 2.3: A) Double-tier transformer and two series-connected half-controlled thyristor bridge
rectifiers. B) Two-tier transformer supplying a half-controlled thyristor bridge rectifier with a split
output capacitance. The lightning symbol indicates a short-circuit.

able for every situation. The requirements for the rectifierare different in a DC network
structure where the power is transferred only from the supplying network to the customer
than in a situation where DC voltage control and/or bidirectional power flow are required.
Consequently, also the most feasible rectifier structure is different in both situations. A
three-phase rectifier can be categorized, for example, as a controlled/uncontrolled, uni-
directional/bidirectional, and two-level/three-level one. In this section, three rectifier
topologies are analyzed: a diode bridge, a half-controlledthyristor bridge, and a grid-
tie rectifying converter. Other topologies are also discussed in brief.

In the literature, different terms such as ’two-level line converter’ and ’PWM full-bridge
rectifier’ have been used for the grid-tie rectifying converter topology. In this dissertation,
the term ’grid-tie rectifying converter’ is used to emphasize its differences to previous
topologies: the diode bridge rectifier and the thyristor bridge rectifier are only used to
rectify AC to DC whereas the grid-tie rectifying converter enables more versatile func-
tionalities. Secondly, also the term ’rectifier’ is used foran LVDC network front-end
supply device, and it covers all topologies. This is for clarification purposes only, and no
modifications are made to the topologies themselves.

2.1 Diode bridge

A diode bridge rectifier (Figure 2.4) is a low-cost choice with very low losses. The lack
of control and measurement electronics results in a simple rectifier structure. Because the
diode bridge is a passive topology, neither the current nor the voltage can be controlled. In
this case, the minimum DC voltageUDC,min required for the nominal AC voltage output
UAC,nom at the customer-end inverter is

UDC,min =
√
2uAC,nom. (2.1)

With uAC,nom = 400V , 2.1 givesUDC,min = 566V . Because the nominal DC voltage level
is 750 V and the minimum required voltage level is 566 V with the three-phase CEI, the
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Figure 2.4: Diode bridge rectifier.

voltage can vary in a wide range, and from the CEI point of view,no DC voltage control
or regulation is required. Actually, an advantage of the LVDC system is that the customer-
end voltage can be kept at the nominal level even if the voltage in the DC network varies,
which may result from the disturbances and voltage sags in the MV network.

Measurement results from the LVDC public network research site (Publication IV) are
shown in Figure 2.5. A high-speed auto-reclosing (HSAR), caused by a climatic over-
voltage, has occurred in the feeding MV network. The duration of the HSAR is approx.
0.4 s, and the DC network capacitances, discussed later in this chapter, are feeding the DC
network. It can be seen that the phase a voltage of the CEI (a) iskept constant until the
voltage in the DC network (b) decreases below 610 V. In this case, a higher voltage limit
was selected to ensure that the DC voltage is high enough for the CEI voltage control and
above the limit, customer-end voltage is not influenced by the decreasing DC voltage. To
increase the CEI operating time of the DC network capacitor supply, the output voltage is
decreased by 15% at voltages below 610 V. This has an effect onthe customer-end power
consumption if the load is linear. Therefore, if there are noother devices connected to the
DC network that require DC voltage requlation, a diode bridge can be used. However,
there are other issues addressed below that decrease the feasibility of the diode bridge.

2.1.1 DC voltage ripple and grid current harmonics

The diode bridge rectifier produces voltage ripple of the sixth harmonic of the fundamen-
tal frequency to the DC voltage (Mohan et al., 2003). Therefore, a capacitance is required
in the DC network similarly as in the intermediate circuit ofa motor inverter. A difference
is that in the LVDC distribution the length of the intermediate circuit can be kilometers. In
(Peltoniemi, 2010) and (Lana, 2014), the allowable voltageripple is limited to 5% (10%
peak-to-peak). The DC network capacitance sizes affect both the technical performance
and economy of the LVDC distribution network; for instance,the power losses of the
LVDC network depend on the dimensioning of the capacitors (Lana et al., 2011). As a
result, the size of the minimum capacitance required in the DC network is
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Figure 2.5: Phase a voltage of the CEI (a) and DC voltage (b) during an HSAR (Publication IV).

Crec± = 30 µF

kW
,

Cmin
1phase inv = 44 µF

kW
,

Cmin
3phase inv = 15 µF

kW
,

whereCrec± is the rectifier-end,Cmin
1phase inv the single-phase CEI end, andCmin

3phase inv the
three-phase CEI end capacitance (Lana et al., 2011). If the maximum DC network voltage
drop of 20% is taken into account (Lana, 2014), the CEI end capacitances become

Cmin
1phase inv = 71 µF

kW
,

Cmin
3phase inv = 24 µF

kW
.

It is widely known that the line current of the diode bridge rectifier is not sinusoidal. To
improve the harmonic content of the grid current, the rectifier is supplied with a double-
tier transformer shown in Figure 2.3a. With a phase shift of 30 degrees between the
secondaries, low-order harmonics are canceled and the rectifier line current has harmonics
h of the order

h = 12k ± 1, (2.2)

wherek is an integer (Mohan et al., 2003). In this case, two 6-pulse rectifiers constitute
a 12-pulse rectifier, and the current in the middle conductoris 0 A. This is, however, an
ideal situation because the loads in the top and bottom polesof the DC network vary
continuously. Hence, the harmonic spectrum of the grid current depends on the load
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conditions of the DC network. If one pole is under a light and one under a heavy load, the
12-pulse rectifier becomes a single 6-pulse rectifier, whichhas the following harmonics
of the line current (Mohan et al., 2003)

h = 6k ± 1. (2.3)

This is the worst case, and no benefits are gained with the double-tier transformer in this
situation. It also has an effect on the losses of the supply transformer, which should be de-
signed for the rectifier supply to prevent saturation. The nominal power of a DC network,
supplied with a single rectifier, is usually considerably lower than the nominal power of
an MV network, and the line current harmonics have a minor effect on the MV network
voltage quality. Nevertheless, the situation becomes different when more rectifiers (and
DC networks) are connected to the same MV network. In this case, additional filtering
may be required. Consequently, every network has to be individually studied to ensure
proper operation and keep the voltage and current harmonicsat the standardized level.

2.1.2 Capacitor charging

The lack of controllability results in problems in the DC network start-up situation. The
total capacitance of the DC network is always significantly higher if compared with the
traditional AC network. When the LVDC network is started up, the capacitances take
charging current. If the current is not properly controlled, the outcome can be (1) a rec-
tifier failure or (2) a protection device trip, and if the rectifier and the protection devices
can withstand the high charging current, (3) overvoltages in the DC network. In (Nuu-
tinen et al., 2011a), the start-up of an LVDC network is investigated. The result is that
depending on the network structure and length, the overvoltage in the DC network varies
from tens to hundreds of volts. The main reason is the rectifier-end capacitance connected
directly to the output pole of the rectifier. This causes a high charging current, which to-
gether with the transformer inductance results in an overvoltage. This can be seen in
Figure 2.6, where charging of the capacitances is simulated. The charging current ex-
ceeds 2 kA, and the overvoltage of the capacitor Cx is 250 V during the charging. When
charging is completed, the steady-state voltage becomes 900 V. It is obvious that even if
the overvoltage is at an acceptable level, the charging current has to be limited.

To overcome the charging current issue, an external charging device is required. The
charging device can be a resistor in series with the rectifier, and during the normal opera-
tion, the resistor is bypassed using a mechanical contactor. The resistor has to be properly
dimensioned; the control electronics power supplies of theCEIs start up above a certain
voltage level, and if the resistance is too high, the voltageloss in the resistor becomes too
high and the charging fails. Secondly, the resistor also hasto withstand a short-circuited
DC network charging attempt, which could be a challenge witha low resistance. As a
result, a simple control circuit is required to monitor the voltages and detect abnormal
charging behavior. It is also possible to use a power electronic switch for current limi-
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Figure 2.6: Rectifier current and capacitor voltages when the capacitors are charged with a diode
bridge rectifier (Nuutinen et al., 2011a).

tation. With a fast switch and a PWM control circuit, the charging current and time can
be controlled. When charging is completed, the switch can be turned on and a bypass
contactor is not required. However, there is conduction loss in the switch, which could be
higher than the losses in the diode bridge, which degrades the efficiency of the rectifier.

2.2 Half-controlled thristor bridge

When three diodes are replaced with thyristors (Figure 2.7),the rectifier becomes con-
trolled. However, the controllability of the DC voltage is limited, and it can be used only
in certain situations. The accuracy of the control is adequate for the current limitation
during the network start-up process, and with the half-controlled thyristor bridge recti-
fier, charging challenges mentioned above can be avoided. This is evident in Figure 2.8,
where a situation similar to Figure 2.6 is managed using a half-controlled thyristor bridge
rectifier. Even though the maximum charging current still exceeds 500 A, no overvolt-
ages arise. By increasing the charging time, the charging current can be decreased. As
a result, a 12-pulse half-controlled thyristor bridge rectifier was in use on the research site.

Figure 2.7: Half-controlled thyristor bridge rectifier.
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Figure 2.8: Rectifier current and capacitor voltages when the capacitors are charged with a half-
controlled thyristor bridge rectifier (Nuutinen et al., 2011a).

When charging is completed, a thyristor control phase angle of 0 degree is used, and the
operation corresponds with the diode bridge rectifier. Therefore, replacing the diodes with
thyristors gives no benefits in the normal operation. Similarly, issues concerning the DC
voltage ripple, the DC network capacitor dimensioning, andthe grid current harmonics are
equal to the diode bridge. Also in the HSAR situation shown inFigure 2.5, the rectifier is
a half-controlled thyristor bridge, but it is operating as adiode bridge. During the HSAR,
the DC voltage is not low enough, and the charging current is not controlled because the
current remains at an acceptable level and no overvoltages occur. The measurement data
were automatically collected from the research site, and the measurements in Figure 2.5
are from the CEI 1. Fast data recording at the rectifier-end wasintroduced later with the
grid-tie rectifying converter, and with the thyristor rectifier, the rectifier currents during
charging could not be collected, unfortunately.

2.3 Grid-tie rectifying converter

If bidirectional power flow is required, previous topologies have to be abandoned. It is re-
quired if there are energy storages or local generation connected to the DC network, or if
the power from the customer-end network is required to be supplied back to the MV net-
work. A two-level grid-tie rectifying converter is shown inFigure 2.9. It can be seen that
this topology is a typical full-bridge three-phase six-pack inverter installed backwards.
Therefore, without control it is a diode bridge rectifier, and the minimum voltage of the
grid-tie rectifying converter is defined by the diode bridge. Therefore, the DC voltage
can only be stepped up, for which inductance is required between the grid (transformer)
and the rectifier. The bidirectional power flow also enables reactive power control. The
12-pulse half-controlled thyristor bridge rectifier of theresearch site was replaced with
two series-connected grid-tie rectifying converters (Chapter 6).

Sinusoidal current is drawn from the supplying grid, and it is enabled by the grid-side
LCL filter and boosting of the DC voltage. The boosting produces losses in the switches
and the LCL filter, which results in a poor efficiency especially with low power levels. The
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Figure 2.9: Two-level PWM grid-tie rectifying converter.

losses also depend on the DC voltage level; higher voltages require more boosting, which
increases losses in the LCL filter. Therefore, the design of the filter and the selection
of the inductor core materials are crucial to the feasibility of this topology. Similarly to
other PWM switching topologies, the power electronics losses will decrease when new
switch components become commercially available. This topology also shares the same
drawback with the diode and thyristor bridge rectifiers: thecharging current of the DC
network capacitors cannot be controlled, and an external charging device is required.
For instance, in the public network research site rectifier (Publication IV), which is a
commercial grid-tie rectifying converter, charging is managed with a resistor and a bypass
contactor. However, a DC network with this topology usuallyincludes energy storages
and/or local generation capable of feeding the network during a reconnection, and thus,
slow charging after reconnection is not an issue.

2.3.1 Battery energy storage and system power flow control

A direct-connected battery energy storage (BESS), connected to the LVDC research site
DC network, is introduced in (Nuutinen et al., 2015). Becausethe grid-tie rectifying con-
verter enables the DC voltage control and a bidirectional power flow, the BESS is imple-
mented without an interface converter between the DC network and the BESS. Therefore,
the voltage of the BESS equals the voltage of the DC network. Inthis case, the DC net-
work voltage can be varied between 710 V and 790 V, which represents empty and full
BESS voltages, respectively. By using the voltage and currentmeasurements shown in
Figure 2.10, the DC network voltage control, the BESS currentcontrol, and the rectifier
current control are enabled. These three control modes allow a comprehensive use of the
BESS. Because the BESS is directly connected to the DC network, the power flow is con-
trolled by varying the DC voltage of the rectifier. The reference variable in the rectifier
can be current or voltage, but in this setup, the commercial rectifier accepts only a DC
voltage reference as the control input, with a resolution of1 V. Therefore, an external
digital signal processor (DSP) based control and measurement card is used for the power
flow control (Nuutinen et al., 2015). The card measures the required currents and voltages
and uses them in the control input signals. The control output signal is the DC voltage.
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Figure 2.10: Current and voltage measurement points required for the BESS and the DCnetwork
power flow control.

DC network voltage control When the BESS is reconnected to the DC network, the
voltage control has to be used to match the DC network voltagewith the BESS voltage
before the interconnection. The prime use of the voltage control is the constant voltage
charging stage of the BESS. When the BESS is charged with a constant current and the
voltage reaches a preset value, the voltage is kept constant. The signals for this control
areUbatt− andUDC−, andUbatt+ andUDC+ for the minus- and plus-pole-connected halves
of the storage, respectively. In Figure 2.11a and b, the voltage control is presented. The
BESS current control mode is changed over to the DC voltage control mode at 2 s and the
voltage referenceUref = 788 V is given. It can be seen that the actual battery voltageUbatt

follows the reference. Still, the control resolution of 1 V is noticeable because there is an
error between the actual and reference voltages.

BESS current control In this mode, the current of the BESS is kept constant andIbatt−
andIbatt+ are the control signals. The BESS current control is mainly for the charging
current control of the BESS, but the discharge current of the BESS can be controlled,
and therefore, the power taken from the BESS can also be controlled. If required for
single BESS battery cell protection, the battery managementsystem (BMS) can override
the current reference or even disconnect the BESS from the network. This, however, is
enabled in every operating mode. In Figure 2.11c and d, a current reference stepIref is
made from -15 A (discharge) to +15 A (charge). It can be seen that the step response of the
actual currentIbatt is quite slow. Faster response times are possible, but the implemented
control is fast enough for this purpose, and it is assumed that stability is reached in every
situation. The 1 V rectifier reference voltage resolution isevident also in this mode.

Rectifier current control This control mode is similar to the BESS current control
mode, but the input signals are minus and plus pole rectifier currentsIDC− and IDC+,
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(b) Voltage (DC network voltage control mode)
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(c) Current (BESS current control mode)
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(d) Voltage (BESS current control mode)
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(f) Voltage (Rectifier current control mode)

Figure 2.11: BESS control modes (Nuutinen et al., 2015).

respectively. Hence, the power taken from the MV grid and thepower supplied back to
the grid can be controlled. Therefore, it is also possible tolimit the grid power to a cer-
tain level and take the remaining power from the BESS. When the DC network power
decreases below the grid power limit, the excess power is used for the charging of the
BESS. In Figure 2.11e and f, the 783 V DC network voltage reference is changed to a 5 A
rectifier current referenceIref . Because of the manner of illustration,Uref is not shown in
Figure 2.11e, and -5 A is an old value ofIref , which is not in use. It can be seen that before
the change in the control, the actual current of the rectifierIrect is 15 A, and the BESS is
charged with a 2 A current (Ibatt), which results in a 13 A DC network current. After the
change in the control mode,|Ibatt| = 8 A andIrect = 5 A, to which it is controlled. Again,
the DC network current is 13 A.

Although the voltage reference resolution is 1 V, the accuracy in the control is adequate for
this purpose. The poor resolution is, however, only a feature of the commercial converter,
and it can be enhanced. The results show that the power flow of the BESS and the DC
network can be controlled only by controlling the rectifier voltage. This is an advantage
in the LVDC network and reduces the number of converters required for the system.
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2.4 Other topologies

The previous three topologies are the most commonly used topologies in commercial
rectifiers. There are also other topologies available; three topologies that could also be
applicable in certain situations are introduced in brief below.

2.4.1 VIENNA rectifier

The VIENNA rectifier, presented in Figure 2.12, is a combination of a three-phase diode
bridge and a DC/DC boost converter. It enables a sinusoidal mains current, controlled out-
put voltage, and a low blocking voltage stress on the power transistors (Kolar and Zach,
1997). Compared with the diode and thyristor bridge rectifiers, the losses of the VIENNA
rectifier are notably higher, resulting from the losses of the controlled switches and the
LCL filter (Rekola et al., 2012). However, when compared with the controlled topologies
(two-level and three-level grid-tie rectifying converters), the VIENNA rectifier is found
between them, having lower losses than the two-level topology and higher ones than the
three-level one (Rekola et al., 2012). In (Viitanen and Tuusa, 2002), a loss comparison
between a 50 kW VIENNA and a two-level grid-tie rectifier is made with similar results;
a higher efficiency and smaller filter components are achieved with this topology.

Figure 2.12: VIENNA rectifier.

If the start-up of the DC network is considered, the VIENNA rectifier has similar chal-
lenges to the diode bridge rectifier and the two- and three-level grid-tie rectifiers; the
charging current of the network capacitances cannot be controlled without an external de-
vice. The major drawback of this topology is the unipolar power flow, which also disables
the reactive power control. Consequently, the unipolar power flow limits the use of this
topology with the DC networks having local generation and energy storages. Without
a bidirectional power flow, the controllability of the DC voltage is not a beneficial fea-
ture in this application, because the CEIs can operate with a wide input voltage range,
and the DC voltage regulation brings no significant advantages to the system. Therefore,
the only benefit of the VIENNA rectifier is the sinusoidal gridcurrent and the lower to-
tal harmonic distortion (THD) compared with the diode and thyristor bridge rectifiers.
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Therefore, the key issues guiding the rectifier selection have to be studied in every case
individually. It was discussed above that the nonsinusoidal current of the diode and thyris-
tor bridge rectifiers increases the losses in the supplying transformer and has an influence
on the medium-voltage network voltage quality. These can beavoided with the VIENNA
rectifier, but at the cost of higher losses and investment costs. However, with novel low-
switching-loss components becoming soon commercially available, the feasibility of the
VIENNA rectifier may be different.

2.4.2 Three-level grid-tie rectifying converter

The grid-tie rectifying converter can be implemented as a three-level topology, shown in
Figure 2.13. The three-level structure enables the use of switches with a lower voltage
rating, which usually results in lower switching losses. For instance in (Rekola et al.,
2012), the three-level full-bridge converter has lower power electronics losses than the
two-level full-bridge converter because of the lower switching losses. Secondly, the three-
level converter has higher conduction losses. Therefore, the situation may be different
with modern switch components. The three-level structure also requires lower inductance
on the converter side of the LCL filter (Rekola et al., 2012), which results in lower losses.
Again, with other inductor core materials than laminated iron, the difference between the
losses may decrease.

Figure 2.13: Three-level PWM grid-tie rectifying converter.

2.4.3 Multilevel grid-tie rectifying converter

It is possible to use multilevel converters with a high-frequency isolation transformer to
construct a rectifier without a 50 Hz isolation transformer.For instance in (Islam et al.,
2014), an analysis is made for a high-frequency link multilevel cascaded medium-voltage
converter having 11 kV grid-side voltage (Figure 2.14), andin (Rashed et al., 2010), a 650
V DC bus is interfaced to a 11 kV MV grid with a multilevel converter. However, the mul-
tilevel converter faces challenges: it has a complicated converter structure, and it requires
a fast processing speed and a high number of PWM control channels. Circulating current
mitigation has also been addressed in (Chen et al., 2015) and (He et al., 2015). The MV
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voltage being 20 kV, a 50 kV withstand voltage between the primary and the secondary
is required according to the insulation coordination standard IEC 60071-1 (IEC, 2006),
which could result in long creepage distances, high costs, and a large physical size. How-
ever, high-voltage and low-loss switch components will enhance the applicability of this
topology, and fewer levels are required in the converter. InFigure 2.15, the projected cost
trend of 10 kV SiC MOSFETs are depicted. It can be seen that thecomponents are be-
coming commercially available and the cost trend is downward. Hence, the applicability
of the multilevel converter should be studied in the future.

Figure 2.14: Multilevel converter system with high-frequency-link galvanic isolation fordirect
MV grid interconnection (Islam et al., 2014).
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2.5 Conclusions

The requirements for the rectifier and applicable rectifier topologies were addressed. The
half-controlled thyristor bridge rectifier is, from the perspective of its properties, suitable
for an LVDC distribution network where unidirectional power flow is adequate. Typically,
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no control over DC voltage is required in this kind of a network structure. However, grid
current harmonics might require additional filtering in some cases. The grid-tie rectifying
converter should be selected when bidirectional power flow and DC voltage control are
required. Energy storages and/or DG in the DC network are situations where a more
advanced control is justified. With the grid-tie rectifyingconverter, implementing a BESS
with a direct connection to the DC network is possible, as it was demonstrated. Other
topologies were also introduced, but an in-depth analysis is out of the scope of this work.
Nevertheless, they should be kept in mind for future purposes.
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3 Customer-end inverter

In this chapter, solutions for the CEI are considered. In Publication V, both single-phase
and three-phase topologies are introduced, and the losses are analyzed for the most appli-
cable topologies. In this doctoral dissertation, two-level (2L) topologies are studied, but
three-level (3L) converters are excluded from the study. 3Lconverters for this application
are, however, discussed for instance in (Rekola and Tuusa, 2011) and (Rekola et al., 2012).
It was mentioned above that the feasibility of the LVDC distribution, especially in rural
areas, involves the use of the 1500 V DC voltage level. With the two-level CEI topolo-
gies, the bipolar±750 V structure is the only choice, because with the 1500 V unipolar
network, 3.3 kV switch components have to be used, and their price/amps value (Figure
2.1b) is typically higher than that of 1200 V rated components (Figure 2.1a). Therefore,
the CEI is connected either to the plus or minus pole of the bipolar network.

3.1 CEI requirements

The CEI is solely responsible for the customer-end power supply. Therefore, it has to
meet the voltage quality and electrical safety requirements. Similar requirements are also
found in uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) used to provide reliable electricity supply
for sensitive loads. At least the following technical requirements are set for the CEI:

• High energy efficiency
• Low EMI
• Measurements applicable for customer billing
• Short-circuit current supply
• Bidirectional power flow (for local generation)
• Remote control and monitoring
• Complies with voltage quality standards
• Complies with electrical safety and EMI standards

Similarly to the rectifier, not all of the requirements have to be met in every LVDC ap-
plication. However, some features such as electrical safety, high energy efficiency, and
voltage quality are mandatory. The voltage quality requirements set by the standard EN
50610 (EN 50160, 1994) are introduced in Table 3.1. Because the CEI can constantly
maintain good-quality supply, tighter requirements for the voltage quality are introduced
and they are also shown in Table 3.1. These are the values thatare used as the technical
design criteria for the research site.

From the electrical safety point of view, the CEI and the otherLVDC system installations
have to meet the requirements set by the national low-voltage standard series SFS 6000
(SFS 6000, 2012), based on HD 60364, IEC 60364, and IEC60664, where applicable.
The electrical safety and the protection are considered in Publication IV and (Nuutinen
et al., 2012), and the short-circuit operation of the CEI in Chapter 4. In addition to the
voltage quality requirements, there are also other standards that include specifications for
the CEI such as the IEC 61000 series (relevant equipment standards) and IEC 60664-1
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(insulation coordination for equipment within low-voltage systems), but these are not dis-
cussed further in this dissertation. The application of power electronics to the electricity
distribution enables numerous new functionalities that can be used for protection, control,
and measurement purposes. For example, a customer-end energy measurement is already
embedded in the CEI because it uses the voltage and current measurements required for
the CEI control. Still, the measurement accuracy have to meetthe requirements set for
billing, which have to be ensured in the design process. Similarly, the fast processing
speed allows various protection functions. Finally, the communication network enables
remote control and monitoring of the entire LVDC system, which can be used for smart
grid functionalities, including power flow control, optimized control of active resources,
and demand response. Although these are not requirements for the CEI, many of these
functionalities use the CEI, and therefore, the control system has to be able to provide
them or adapt itself to the new functionalities to be introduced.

Table 3.1: Voltage quality requirements.

Property Standard/recommended value Target value

Nominal voltage 230/400Vrms 230/400Vrms

Frequency 50 Hz±1% (99.5%1) 50 Hz±0.1% (100%1)
50 Hz +4%, -6% (100%2)

Variation ±10% (95%3) ±1% (100%3)
-15%, +10% (100%4)

Distortion (THD) <8% <5%
1) Of 10 s mean values of a year

2) Of 10 s mean values of a year

3) Of 10 min mean RMS values during each one-week period

4) Of 10 min mean RMS values of supply voltage

3.1.1 Galvanic isolation

Studies have shown that implementing the DC network as a TN system results in danger-
ous contact voltages especially when the resistance of the earth is high, for instance, in
Finland. Thus, the DC network should be constructed as a terrain-isolated functionally
unearthed (IT) system to meet the electrical safety requirements (Karppanen et al., 2015),
(Salonen et al., 2008). Customer-end networks in Finland aretypically built as function-
ally earthed (TN), and therefore, a galvanic isolation is required between the unearthed
DC and the earthed customer-end networks, if no modifications are made on the customer
premises. Consequently, if the customer-end inverter is implemented without a galvanic
isolation, also the customer-end network needs to be an IT system. However, setting up
the customer-end network as unearthed calls for the following actions:

1. Required modifications to the existing network, in the case of TN-C/TN-S systems.
2. Insulation/isolation monitoring device in the customer-end network.
3. Mitigation of common-mode (CM) disturbances originating from the CEI and other power

electronic converters connected to the DC network.
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In some cases, the first item requires entire customer-end network renovation, which is
not feasible. The second one requires a commercial device ora monitoring functionality
implemented in the CEI. A customer-end monitoring device is required if the signal of
the DC network monitoring device is blocked by the CEI power stage, and therefore, the
device is not able to detect an earth fault in the customer-end network. Further, when the
system is operated with a DC network earth fault, which is allowed in some cases, the
customer-end network earth fault has to result in an immediate CEI shutdown, because
it could lead to a short-circuit and a risk of an electric shock. The item number three is
challenging; the switching frequency of the CEI and its harmonics and other CM sources
in the DC network have only a minor effect on the DC network, but cause troubles in
the customer-end network. If there is an electromagnetic interference (EMI) filter in the
equipment in the customer-end network, the high-frequencyCM current can induce a fil-
ter failure, a risk of fire, or a risk of an electric shock. These issues are addressed in more
detail in Chapter 5, where the CM and radio-frequency (RF) EMI inthe LVDC research
site are discussed.

If galvanic isolation is used between the DC network and the customer-end network, the
challenges discussed above can be avoided. The galvanic isolation can be implemented
either by using a 50 Hz transformer at the output of the CEI (1) or an isolating DC/DC
converter at the input of the CEI (2). The first option is simple: a commercial transformer
is installed after the output filter of the inverter (Figure A.2). With the three-phase CEI,
the use of a delta-wye transformer constitutes a neutral point for the TN network. The
drawbacks of the 50 Hz transformer are the price, the physical size, and the losses. For
instance, the 16 kVA transformer of the CEI used on the LVDC research site weighs over
90 kg. The energy loss distribution of the CEI on the LVDC research site is presented in
Figure 3.1a. It can be seen that the transformer losses are almost half of the overall losses
of the CEI. This degrades the feasibility of the LVDC distribution. The second choice is to
use an isolating DC/DC converter at the input of the CEI. This option has been covered in
(Mattsson et al., 2014a) and (Mattsson et al., 2014b), and the isolating DC/DC converter
for DC power supply in (Hayashi et al., 2014) and (Simanjorang et al., 2010). As a result,
the input voltage of the CEI can be optimized so that the overall losses of the CEI and the
DC/DC converter can be minimized without having an effect on the DC network voltage
level. In Figure 3.1b, the measurement results are comparedwith the calculated results
with the DC/DC converter. It can be seen that an efficiency of over 95% could be achieved
with modern switching components. However, experimental results are required to verify
the results.

3.2 Customer-end inverter topologies

The CEI can be implemented as a single-phase or three-phase one. The customer-end
supply in Finland today is provided as three-phase, and hence, the CEI on the LVDC
research site is also constructed as a three-phase one. The three-phase supply is mainly
needed for electric motors, and there are numerous applications where a single-phase
supply would be adequate. Therefore, also single-phase CEI structures are analyzed.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Energy loss distribution on the LVDC research site during a four-week period (a), and
loss comparison of measurement data and proposed new technology (b) (Lana et al., 2014b).

3.2.1 Single-phase half-bridge

The simplest single-phase topology is the half-bridge (1PHB) one, which consists of one
switching leg and two series-connected capacitors. The load is connected between the
capacitors, and the energy to the load is taken from the capacitors, as can be seen in
Figure 3.2a.
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Figure 3.2: Half-bridge inverter topology (a) and the output voltage waveform (b).

The maximum output voltagêuout of the 1PHB topology, produced from the DC voltage
UDC, is

ûout =
UDC

2
. (3.1)
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Therefore, ifUDC=750 V, the maximum output voltage peak value of the CEI is 375 V
(Figure 3.2b), which corresponds to 265Urms. With 230Vrms, the minimum required
output voltage is 325 V, and thus, DC voltage levels lower than 650 V cannot be used.
However, the voltage level being 750 V in the bipolar network, this is not a limitation in
normal operation. The sizes of the capacitors depend on the output powerPout. Because a
single capacitor supplies the load during one half-cycle, the line frequencyfout defines the
required power supply time of the capacitor. With the 50 Hz line frequency, the duration
of the half-cycle is 10 ms. To derive an equation for the capacitance, the capacitor energy
Ecap has to be calculated as

Ecap =
1

2
CU2, (3.2)

whereC is the capacitance andU the capacitor voltage. Because the energy is taken from
the capacitors, their voltage fluctuate, and therefore, theminimum and maximum voltages
of the capacitors are used in the calculations as

Ecap =
1

2
CU2

max −
1

2
CU2

min, (3.3)

where

Umin =
UDC

2
− Uripple

2
, and (3.4)

Umax =
UDC

2
+

Uripple

2
. (3.5)

Uripple is the desired capacitor ripple voltage. With a sinusoidal output voltage, we get

Ecap = ˆPout

∫ 0.01

0

sin(ωt), (3.6)

wherePout is the output power of the CEI. Based on Equations (3.3)–(3.6),the capacitance
as a function ofPout andUripple can be written as

C =
4Pout

∫ 0.01

0
sin(ωt)

(UDC

2
+

Uripple

2
)2 − (UDC

2
− Uripple

2
)2
. (3.7)

Equation 3.7 applies only when the modulation indexm is 1. It can be derived from the
CEI output voltageuout and the DC voltageUDC as
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m =
uout

UDC/2
. (3.8)

Because the modulation index affects the capacitor current and the capacitor voltage rip-
ple, it has to be taken into account when calculating the capacitance value. Hence, the
final equation for the capacitance is

C =
4Pout

∫ 0.01

0
sin(ωt)

(UDC

2
+

Uripplem

2
)2 − (UDC

2
− Uripplem

2
)2
. (3.9)

When the nominal output power of the CEI equals 10 kW, the ripplevoltage is selected
to be 250 V, and the modulation index is 0.87, the capacitancevalue derived from 3.9 is
1561µF. If the ripple voltage is decreased to 50 V, the capacitancebecomes 7805µF.
The 1PHB topology was simulated with Matlab Simulink, by using both 250 V and 50 V
ripple voltages (1561µF and 7805µF, respectively). The simulation model is shown in
Figure 3.3, and the simulation parameters in Table 3.2. The output filter parameters are
for a full-bridge topology with bipolar modulation (Peltoniemi et al., 2008).

Figure 3.3: Simulation model of the half-bridge topology.

The results are shown in Figure 3.4. In the simulations, 10 kWresistive load is used.
It can be seen from Figure 3.4a that the capacitor voltages (yellow and green) are very
close to the output voltage (red) of the CEI. Therefore, if thecapacitor voltage ripple is
increased, that is, the capacitances are decreased, 230Vrms cannot be produced. When
the capacitance is increased (Figure 3.4b), the gap betweenthe capacitor voltage and the
output voltage gets wider. The sizes of the capacitors also affect the maximum output
current of the CEI. In Figures 3.4c and d, a short-circuit, with a duration of 55 ms, is
made using a breaker. It can be seen that the short-circuit current is higher with the
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Table 3.2: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Simulation 1 Simulation 2

UDC 750 V
uout 230 V
Rload 5.29Ω
Rsc 0.5Ω

Uripple 250 V 50 V
C 1561µF 7805µF
m 0.87
fsw 10 kHz
Lfilt 535µH
Cfilt 8 µF
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Figure 3.4: Simulated voltages and currents of the 1PHB.
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larger capacitors because of the higher output voltage. Therefore, the output voltage
may fluctuate during high-current load steps, if the capacitance is minimized. Finally,
to achieve a capacitance of millifarads, electrolytic capacitors had to be used. Moreover,
the physical size of the capacitors and the CEI become large because of the rather high
voltage rating of the capacitors. Therefore, large and expensive capacitors with a limited
service life prevent the use of this topology.

3.2.2 Single-phase full-bridge

In a single-phase full-bridge topology (1PFB), the large capacitors are replaced with a
switching leg (Figure 3.5a). With the second leg, the voltage amplitude shown in Figure
3.5b is double the amplitude with the 1PHB topology (Figure 3.2b). The use of the 1PFB
topology also enables the use of unipolar modulation, whichresults in three voltage levels
(+DC, 0, -DC) at the output instead of two in the 1PHB (-DC/2 and DC/2). The unipolar
modulation also effectively doubles the switching frequency (Mohan et al., 2003), and
therefore, the switching frequency on the output is 2*fsw. This reduces the size of the
filter components, because the output voltage ripple is lower (Peltoniemi et al., 2008).
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Figure 3.5: Full-bridge inverter topology and the output voltage waveform.

However, it is discussed in (Kerekes, 2009) that high-frequency voltage components are
present in the measurements between the -DC terminal and theground connection, lead-
ing to a very high leakage ground current, which prevents theuse of unipolar PWM in
transformerless PV systems. Although this application hasgalvanic isolation, similar
common-mode voltages are present, but the leakage current is reduced. According to
Kerekes, this drawback can be avoided with bipolar modulation. Kerekes also introduces
other single-phase topologies: a highly efficient and reliable inverter concept (HERIC)
from Sunways, an H5 from SMA, and a single-phase topology with DC decoupling from
Ingeteam, which are developed from the full-bridge topology. These are, however, not
discussed in this doctoral dissertation. The drawbacks of the 1PHB are avoided with the
1PFB topology. However, the additional switches increase the switching losses, and the
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topology may suffer from CM interference. Still, the 1PFB is the only feasible single-
phase topology.

3.2.3 Three-phase half-bridge

The CEI on the LVDC distribution research site comprises a six-pack power stage and
galvanic isolation based on a 50 Hz transformer at the outputof the CEI, as shown in
Figure 3.6a. Despite the aforementioned drawbacks, this structure was selected mainly
because it provides simple implementation, and therefore,the research site could be com-
pleted at short notice. The output neutral (N) connection ofthe CEI was also achieved
with the delta-wye transformer. If a galvanically isolating converter is used instead of
the 50 Hz transformer, a similar six-pack topology cannot beused, because it does not
provide neutral for the unbalanced loads. By adding a capacitor leg similarly to the 1PHB
topology (Figure 3.2a, the neutral can be provided between the capacitors. The resulting
three-phase half-bridge (3PHB) topology is shown in Figure 3.6b.

U
D C D YF i l t e r

L o a d s

(a)

U
D C F i l t e r

L o a d s

(b)

Figure 3.6: A) Three-phase topology and the 50 Hz isolation transformer with a Dyn vector group.
B) Three-phase half-bridge topology.

This topology shares the same drawback as the single-phase one: large capacitors are re-
quired. If the output power of the three-phase CEI is selectedto be 16 kVA, the nominal
power of a single phase becomes 5.33 kVA. The worst-case situation is a pure single-
phase load, and by using 3.9, the capacitance becomes 833µF with Uripple=250 V. The
unbalance situation is simulated with a 5.33 kW load in phase3, and phases 1 and 2 with-
out load. It can be seen in Figure 3.7a that the capacitor voltage ripple distorts the voltage
of the second phase (blue). Still, the calculated capacitance is adequate for the third phase
(grey), and no distortion is evident. It can be seen that the nominal 230 V rms voltage
cannot be achieved in every three phase. Because of the natureof the three-phase system,
the situation becomes different when the 5.33 kW load is connected to phase 2, leaving
only phase 1 without load. It is shown in Figure 3.7b that phase 3 is now distorted and
its rms voltage is lower. It is obvious that the capacitance is not sufficient and the voltage
ripple has to be decreased. By usingUripple=50 V, the capacitance becomes 4163µF. The
results from similar load conditions to those in Figures 3.7a and b are shown in Figures
3.7c and d. It can be seen that all of the voltage waveforms areof good quality, and there
are no differences in the rms values between the three phases. Thus, the half-bridge topol-
ogy is not suitable for the three-phase supply either because of the large capacitors.
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(a) 833µF, nominal load in phase 3
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(b) 833µF, nominal load in phases 1 and 3
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(c) 4163µF, nominal load in phase 3
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(d) 4163µF, nominal load in phases 1 and 3

Figure 3.7: Simulated output voltage waveforms, capacitor voltage waveforms, and output voltage
rms values.

3.2.4 Three-phase four-leg topology

In three-phase four-leg topology (3P4L), the capacitors are replaced by a fourth switch
leg, as can be seen in Figure 3.8a. The voltage of the neutral point is controlled by
modulating the fourth leg with PWM or space vector modulation. As a result, the large
capacitances are avoided, but the switching losses are increased because of the additional
two switches. In Zhang (1998), a comprehensive analysis of the four-leg topology and
its control is made, and three-dimensional space vector modulation schemes for the four-
legged power converters are proposed. In Figure 3.8b, Zhang’s simulation results of a
150 kW four-leg inverter with the proposed modulation scheme and unbalanced loads of
IA=180 A, IB=90 A, andIC=90 A are presented. It can be seen that the output voltage is
kept nominal despite the power unbalance. Thus, the three-phase four-leg topology could
be used in the LVDC application.
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Figure 3.8: a) Three-phase four-leg topology. b) Simulation results from an unbalanced 150 kW
three-phase four-leg inverter (Zhang, 1998).

3.2.5 Modular three-phase topology

In the modular three-phase topology (3PM) shown in Figure 3.9, the three-phase output
is implemented by using 1PFB modules. The modules are supplied with three individual
DC/DC converters, because a galvanic isolation is required between the module inputs.
This topology enables accurate control over the phase voltages and also allows the use
of parallel, low-power modules. In Figure 3.10, a modular CEIstructure is presented
(Mattsson et al., 2013). In the solution proposed by Mattsson et al., the inverter has
separate single-phase modules, and multiple modules are also in parallel per phase. In
this kind of a structure, a single module can be operated close to its peak efficiency, and
parallel modules are switched on and off depending on the required CEI output power.
Parallel modules also increase the redundancy of the power supply, because a failure in a
single module results only in maximum power reduction, because the remaining modules
continue the power supply. Therefore, this topology is alsosuitable for this application.
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Figure 3.9: Modular three-phase topology (Publication V).
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Figure 3.10: Block diagram of the modular inverter (Mattsson et al., 2013).

3.3 Losses

In Publication V, losses are calculated for three applicable topologies: 1PFB, 3P4L, and
3PM. The losses are calculated using nine different, commercially available power elec-
tronic switches; three of each type of IGBT, MOSFET, and SiC MOSFET. Their prop-
erties are presented in Table 3.3. 800/900 V rated MOSFETs are for lower-current ap-
plications and require considerable paralleling. Further, preliminary loss calculations of
1700 V IGBTs indicated essentially higher losses. Hence, they were left out of the com-
parison. The short-circuit current behavior, addressed inChapter 4, was not taken into
account either when selecting the components, because the purpose is to compare losses
in the previous three topologies. Hence, the switches are not dimensioned for short-circuit
current supply, and other protection methods will be used.

Table 3.3: Properties of the transistors under study (Publication V).

Switch Unom [V] Imax(25◦C) Vce0 [V] rCE [mΩ] Rds(ON) [mΩ]
IGBT 1 600 100 1.1 15
IGBT 2 1200 114 1.04 21
IGBT 3 1200 85 2.2 20
MOSFET 1 650 68 96
MOSFET 2 600 100 18
MOSFET 3 650 48 41
SiC MOSFET 1 1200 90 63
SiC MOSFET 2 650 291) 156
SiC MOSFET 3 1200 402) 125
1) Three switches in parallel.

2) Two switches in parallel.
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The losses consist of conduction and switching losses of thetransistor and the diode,
Pcond,T, Pcond,D, Psw,T, andPsw,T, respectively. The total losses of the CEIPtotal, with
control and cooling lossesPadd=20 W can be calculated for ann number of switches as

Ptotal = (Pcond,T + Pcond,D + Psw,T + Psw,D) ∗ n+ Padd. (3.10)

The conduction losses of the IGBTPcond,I, the MOSFETPcond,M, and the diodePcond,D

can be calculated using Equations (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13), respectively. In all of the
calculations, the power factorcos(ϕ) = 0.9. Temperature coefficients are not taken into
account, but worst-case values are used. The switching losses of the IGBTPsw,I, the
MOSFETPsw,M, and the diodePsw,D can be calculated using (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), and
(3.17), respectively. There are two equations for the switching losses of the diode, and
they are used depending on the datasheet values available. Derivation of these equations
is found in Publication V.
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Psw,D =
1

π
fswEon,D (3.17)

The losses are calculated using different output powers andinput voltages for each com-
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ponent and topology, and the parameters are shown in Table 3.4. The minimum input
voltage level of the 1PFB and the 3PM is 326 V, which results from the 230Urms output
voltage. In the 3P4L topology, at least 566 V is required for the 400Urms three-phase
output voltage, and hence, only 1200 V switches can be used. 15 V higher voltages (340
V and 580 V) are used in the calculations, and the maximum DC voltages are 400 V and
800 V for 600/650 V and 1200 V rated switches, respectively. Note that only power elec-
tronic losses are calculated, and for example, filter lossesare neglected. It is also stated in
Publication V that the input voltage of the CEI, that is, the output voltage of the isolating
DC/DC converter, also affects the losses of the DC/DC converter, and the results of the
DC/DC converter and the CEI losses have to be combined to achieve the optimal overall
result. This is left for future studies.

Table 3.4: Loss calculation parameters.

Topology output power range [kVA] DC voltage range [V]fsw [kHz]
Single-phase full-bridge 1–10 340–8001) 10
Three-phase four-leg2) 1–16 580–800 10
Three-phase modular 1–16 340–8001) 10

1) 340–400 V and 340–800 V for 600/650 V and 1200 V components,respectively.

2) Only 1200 V components.

3.3.1 Analysis

The results of the loss calculations can be found in Publication V together with the anal-
ysis of the loss charts. Therefore, they are not reproduced here, but the conclusions of the
results are considered.

Because the power is supplied only to a single phase in the 1PFBtopology, the output
current is higher than in the other two topologies. Hence, transistors with low conduction
losses are required to achieve a high efficiency, especiallyat high power levels. However,
it is discussed in (Mattsson et al., 2014c) that the annual average power consumption of
the customer is less than 3 kVA. Therefore, higher losses at higher power levels might be
be acceptable. It is also obvious that the lowest number of switches (1PFB) also results
in the best efficiency when the CEI is run at low power levels. The 1PFB topology also
enables the use of IGBTs with the 600 V rating. As a result, a similar or higher efficiency
can be achieved with the 600 V IGBT if compared with the 600/650V MOSFETs. This
arises from the lower conduction losses of the IGBT, which is beneficial at higher power
levels. The 600 V IGBT is even better than the SiC MOSFETs at higher power levels,
and the SiCs have a better efficiency only at very low powers.

With the IGBTs, the 3P4L has a better efficiency than the 1PFB atlow powers, even
though the number of the switching components is higher. Because the current per tran-
sistor is lower, the losses of the SiCs are lower, and the efficiency becomes almost 99
% at the nominal power. The efficiency of the 3P4L with the SiC MOSFETs is almost
constant between 3 kW and 16 kW. The 3P4L topology is calculated with symmetrical
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loads, because the analysis of the results becomes complicated if also the loads are varied
between the phases. During the unbalanced supply, the losses are higher in the fourth leg,
but they are also lower in the phase legs. The losses also depend on the selected switching
strategy as presented in Demirkutlu and Hava (2009) and Kim et al. (2004). Hence, the
loss calculations for the 3P4L topology may be somewhat optimistic, and a more in-depth
analysis requires verification with experimental results.

The number of switches is highest in the 3PM topology, but thethree-phase structure
decreases the current of a single transistor. As a result, a better efficiency than with the
1PFB can be achieved, except at low power levels. It can be concluded that only the com-
ponents with low switching losses are suitable for the 3PM because of the high number
of switches. Further, the SiCs in the 3PM topology have a better efficiency above 2 kW
power, but the losses are slightly higher at lower powers. This results from lower conduc-
tion losses, which compensate for the higher switching losses at power levels above 2 kW.
A similar behavior with the MOSFETs is visible when the 3PM and 1PFB topologies are
compared, but the difference in the low-power efficiencies is significant. With the 1200
V IGBTs, there are only slight differences between the 1PFB and 3PM topologies. If the
3P4L and the 3PM are compared, the 3P4L topology stands out with a higher efficiency
with every switch. It can be concluded that the modular three-phase topology combines
the benefits of the previous two topologies: the use of 600/650 V switches is possible, the
efficiency is better at higher power levels (if compared withthe 1PFB), especially with
MOSFETs having a highRds(ON), and three-phase supply is enabled. Still, the 3PM with
a high number of swiches requires low switching losses to be feasible.

With every topology, the effect of the DC input voltage is similar: the higher the voltage
is, the higher the losses are. With the 600/650 V switches, the possible DC voltage levels
are 340–400 V, and therefore, the effect is negligible. Withthe 1200 V components, the
effect is visible; more with IGBTs than SiC MOSFETs. Hence, ifonly the losses of the
CEI are taken into account, the use of higher DC voltages is notprofitable. As it was
discussed above, the results of the loss calculations of theisolating DC/DC converter
and the CEI have to be combined before selecting the output voltage level of the DC/DC
converter.

3.4 Conclusions

The requirements of the customer-end inverter, galvanic isolation, topologies, and losses
were addressed. Five topologies were introduced, and the single-phase full-bridge (1PFB),
the three-phase four-leg (3P4L), and the modular three-phase (3PM) were found to be ap-
plicable. Other two topologies, the single-phase and the three-phase half-bridge (1PHB
and 3PHB) were rejected because of the requirement for huge capacitances. The losses
were calculated for the selected CEI topologies using nine commercially available IGBT,
MOSFET, and SiC MOSFET switches. According to the results, the variation in the CEI
efficiency is very high between the transistors and also between the CEI topologies. Thus,
the 1PFB topology should be used with the single-phase CEI. With the three-phase sup-
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ply, both 3P4L and 3PM are applicable, and the fourth leg in the 3P4L topology enables
nominal output voltages also with unbalanced loads. However, other issues such as the
manufacturing costs, size, filtering losses, and the lossesof the DC/DC converter have
also to be taken into account before decisions on the optimalCEI structure can be made.
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4 Customer-end short-circuit protection

Short-circuit protection in AC distribution networks is implemented by using fuses and
circuit breakers. These well-standardized protection devices provide adequate protection
for both the network components and the customer-end equipment. Although these de-
vices require a high short-circuit current to operate, the current required for the protection
devices is available in most of the AC networks. The short-circuit current level avail-
able in the customer-end network is defined by the distribution transformer and the 400
V low-voltage network between the transformer and the customer. Reaching the required
protection level seldom poses any problems, and the required protection device trip times
can be easily achieved. However, in weak grids, the short-circuit current level at the cus-
tomer decreases, which may require additional measures in the customer-end network
such as installation cables with a larger cross-section andprotection devices with a lower
current rating or a different trip characteristic curve. Nevertheless, achieving satisfactory
results is not challenging, because there are no such network components in the shorting
circuit that are sensitive to current notably higher than the rated current of the components.

This chapter elaborates on the short-circuit protection ofthe customer-end network when
the customer is supplied with a power electronic converter.The focus of this chapter is
to consider the challenges that the CEI-based supply poses and investigate solutions that
do not compromise the electrical safety of the customer. In Publication I, short-circuit
operation of a galvanically nonisolated single-phase CEI isstudied, and in Publication II, a
three-phase galvanically isolated CEI is covered. In both cases, the short-circuit operation
of the CEI is simulated and verified by laboratory measurements. Finally, alternative
methods to fault current injection are proposed and demonstrated by measurements.

4.1 Fault current injection

If the LVDC distribution system has to be compatible with existing customer-end installa-
tions, electrical safety can only be ensured by supplying short-circuit current. Because the
CEI supplies an actual network, it has to meet the requirements set by the electrical safety
standards. In the Finnish national standard SFS 6000 (SFS 6000, 2012), which is based
on the European standards HD 60364, IEC 60364, and IEC60664, the recommendation
for the minimum single-phase short-circuit current is 250Arms. Further, the required pro-
tection trip time is less than 0.4 s in the protection of branch circuits in the customer-end
networks. However, a 5 s trip time is accepted in the customermain feeder cable protec-
tion. The current recommendation aims at ensuring protection and voltage quality in AC
installations, and therefore, the 250Arms current is not a strict limit that applies to every
installation. Still, 0.4 s and 5 s trip times have to be reached in every situation.

Feeding current that meets the recommendations causes challenges especially in a CEI
that has a low nominal current and a high short-circuit current. A short-circuit current to
nominal current ratio (isc/in) can be used to illustrate the situation. A typical end-userin
Finland has a three-phase AC supply with 3x25 A fuses or circuit breakers. Thus, if the
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250Arms current supply capability of the CEI is required, the currentratio becomes 10.
For instance, the maximum overcurrent capability of the IGBTs is usually 2–3 times the
nominal collector current, and the maximum allowable duration of the overload is from
tens of microseconds to milliseconds. Therefore, the short-circuit current has to be taken
into account when selecting the switching components. The situation is different if the
current ratio is lower. In (Niiranen et al., 2010), a point-to-point LVDC system with a
high-power inverter is discussed. In this application, a single inverter is used to supply a
group of customers. Hence, the nominal power of the inverteris high, and actually, the
short-circuit current equals the nominal current (Figure 4.1). This facilitates the converter
design, and overrating of the components is not required.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Voltage (a) and current (b) during a three-phase fault situation; 32 A gG fuse (Niiranen
et al., 2010).

4.1.1 Nonisolated single-phase CEI

In the course of the research, a single-phase CEI was implemented first to verify and
demonstrate LVDC distribution in laboratory conditions (Nuutinen et al., 2011b). The
CEI uses a nonisolated structure and a 1PFB topology, and therefore, the customer-end
network in the laboratory is an unearthed (IT) network. The setup is illustrated in Figure
A.1a. In Publication I, the short-circuit operation of thisCEI has been studied. Although
the nonisolated customer-end network is not practical, theshort-circuit operation of the
CEI corresponds to a structure where the galvanic isolation is provided by using an iso-
lating DC/DC converter before the CEI, as was discussed in Chapter 3. In the laboratory
setup, the CEI is supplied directly from the DC network, having 200 m of cable between
the rectifier and the CEI. The DC network is able to feed short-circuit current, and the sit-
uation is similar if there is an isolating DC/DC converter capable of high-current supply.
Direct connection to the DC can be considered the worst-casesituation.

Because the CEI comprises IGBT modules with a nominal collectorcurrent of 80 A, the
short-circuit current peak value is also limited to 80 A. Theoutput current can be kept
sinusoidal, which is addressed later in this chapter, or limitation can be very straightfor-
ward and the current is simply limited to the preset level. The latter solution results in
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a square-wave current waveform, as can be seen in Figure 4.2.Still, the voltage during
a short-circuit is very low, and the other devices supplied by the CEI see the situation
almost as a blackout. Thus, the square-wave voltage waveform can be accepted.
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Figure 4.2: Measured capacitor voltage and choke current during a short-circuit.A 16 A B-type
circuit breaker is used (Publication I).

The nonisolated system also poses challenges to the CEI short-circuit protection, because
the CEI directly supplies the loads at the customer. Hence, the only inductance affecting
the rate of current rise is the output filter choke, and if the nominal current of the CEI is
close to the maximum current of the switches, their maximum current may be exceeded.
When modern transistors enable high switching frequencies,the inductance of the filter
choke decreases, and the rate of current current rise may increase such that the current
control is unable to detect the fault in time. Therefore, thetime step of the current con-
trol cannot be longer than the actual short-circuit currentrise, which directly affects the
computational burden of the system and requires very fast current measurement sensors.

4.1.2 Isolated three-phase CEI

The three-phase CEI, developed for the LVDC research site, uses a six-pack IGBT bridge
together with a 50 Hz delta-wye isolation transformer at theoutput of the CEI. With the
transformer, the galvanic isolation is enabled and the customer-end neutral connection
is achieved. In the laboratory, the CEI is connected to the DC network similarly to the
single-phase CEI. The structure of the CEI is shown in Figure A.1b and Figure A.2. The
short-circuit operation of the three-phase CEI is analyzed in Publication II. The higher in-
ductance caused by the transformer dramatically decreasesthe rate of current rise, which
enables the current-control-based detection of the short-circuit in time without any addi-
tional actions. The short-circuit operation can be dividedinto three tasks: (1) short circuit
recognition by applying the fault detection method presented in (Peltoniemi and Nuuti-
nen, 2013), (2) switching from the voltage control to the current control for the current
limitation, and (3) switching from the current control to the voltage control after the fault
is recognized to be cleared. This sequence can be seen in Figure 4.3. Because the afore-
mentioned 250Arms short-circuit current is a recommendation, lower current values can
be used if the required 0.4 s trip time can be achieved. In loadgroup protection, a type
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C16 circuit breaker is considered to have the highest trip current. According to the stan-
dard IEC 60947-2 (IEC, 2013), electromagnetic release of thetype C circuit breaker has
trip times of≥0.1 s and<0.1 s with rated currents (In) of 5 x In and 10 xIn, respectively.
Therefore, 160Arms is the current that guarantees the trip.
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Figure 4.3: Voltages and currents of phases a–c, when a single-phase short-circuit is made at
every phase at the CEI of the research site. The three results are fromseparate occasions. A type
C20 circuit breaker is used (Publication IV).

Because the three-phase IGBT module has a rated current of 330 A, a 200Arms controlled
short-circuit current was the target. A single-phase shortcircuit was made at the output
of the isolation transformer, which is the supply point of the customer, and a gG25 fuse
was used for short-circuit protection. 285Apeak was set as a reference for the current
controller. The situation is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Thesecondary current of the trans-
former (middle) is sinusoidal, and the reference value is reached. The trip time is also
clearly shorter than the required 5 s, because the gG25 fuse is not used in the load group
protection. It is obvious that the required trip times are easily achieved with the type C16
circuit breaker. However, the primary current of the transformeri1 (top) and the current
drawn from the DC networkidc (bottom) are highly distorted. The current exceeds the
allowed maximum current of the IGBT module, which is 600 A, permitted only for a du-
ration of one millisecond. As a result, both the reliabilityof the CEI is degraded and the
customer-end electrical safety are decreased. The distortion is caused by the saturation
of the filter core, in which case the inductance of the choke collapses and the current at
the switching frequency increases. Because the secondary fault current is almost purely
sinusoidal, it indicates that the saturation of the transformer is not significant.

To avoid saturation, the components can be designed according to the short-circuit op-
eration, or the short-circuit current has to be decreased until satisfactory performance is
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Figure 4.4: Measured short-circuit situation with a 285Apeak reference. A gG25 fuse is used
(Publication II).
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Figure 4.5: Measured short-circuit situation with a 200Apeak reference. A gG25 fuse is used
(Publication II).

achieved. Dimensioning the components for a short-circuitresults in bulky and expensive
inductive components, and therefore, lower current is a more feasible solution. In Fig-
ure 4.5, the results with 200Apeak (141Arms) are shown. It can be seen that only minor
saturation occurs during the short-circuit, if compared with Figure 4.4. The duration of
the short-circuit is over 0.5 s, which meets the 5 s requirement. Moreover, it is assumed
that the type C16 circuit breaker trips in less than 0.4 s. Thiswas also ensured before the
commissioning of the LVDC research network, where actual customers are involved, by
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testing the short-circuit operation with a type C20 circuit breaker. The results in Figure
4.3 indicate that the 0.4 s trip time is achieved with a clear margin.

4.2 Other protection methods

Today, only the use of standardized protection devices is allowed. However, smart grid
research activities will result in the development of smarter and quicker protection devices
such as solid state circuit breakers, which should be taken into account in the standardiza-
tion work related to the LVDC. Present protection devices operate well with AC systems,
because short-circuit current is easily available. To avoid overdimensioning of the CEI,
alternative solutions for the short-circuit protection are studied and developed. The ob-
jective is to manage the short-circuit situation without using excessive current, but still
maintain the required electical safety level. Still, overcurrent supply is also required for
high short-term currents in normal operation. Customers mayhave equipment and electric
motors that may cause high inrush currents, and therefore, the CEIs have to be capable of
feeding current. In addition, false protection trips cannot be accepted. Consequently, the
supply has to be rigid enough to prevent voltage fluctuation in these situations.

4.2.1 Overcurrent trip

When the customer-end supply is provided by power electronics, the control of the cur-
rent can be carried out quickly and accurately. Typical converter protection relies on
short-circuit detection and converter overcurrent shutdown, because it is the most feasible
type of protection for instance in motor drives. In these applications, short-circuit current
injection would further aggravate the fault situation. Figure 4.6a presents a single-phase
customer-end network with several loads, supplied with a single CEI. In this structure,
shutdown of the CEI is not an option as it results in customer-end blackout. The situation
is different if every load group is supplied with an individual CEI, as depicted in Fig-
ure 4.6b. As was discussed above, the short-term overcurrent supply requirement poses
challenges for the overcurrent-trip-based protection. Ifthe trip is based on exceeding a
certain strict current limit, it may cause false tripping. This can be avoided by setting the
limit high enough, but it may be a challenge without the use ofswitches with a higher
current rating. It is possible to use a high trip setting withlow-current switches, if the
fault detection time is short enough. But if the current in a normal overcurrent situation
is close to the trip setting, protection is not tripped even though the current exceeds the
safe current of the switches. Hence, the switches have to be overdimensioned to ensure
proper operation. Moreover, current limitation can be usedtogether with the overcurrent
trip. In this case, the current is limited to a level that is acceptable in terms of power elec-
tronics, but it is sufficient to supply current in normal high-current situations. As a result,
when a short-circuit occurs, the current is limited until the protection trips. In Figure 4.7,
operation of a single-phase CEI with the current limitation and the overcurrent trip are
demonstrated. The current is limited to 80Apeak, and after 8 ms, the inverter is turned off.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Customer-end network supply using a) single CEI feeding load groups and b) indi-
vidual CEIs for every load group.

Figure 4.7: Measured capacitor voltage and choke current during a short-circuit.Overcurrent trip
with current limitation is used (Publication I).

4.2.2 Controlled circuit breakers

If the short-circuit current is decreased, the trip times with conventional protection de-
vices become unacceptable. However, if the circuit breakercould be externally tripped
during the short-circuit, the time and the current amplitude needed for the operation of
the protection device would decrease. In Publication I, controlled circuit breakers (CCB)
are introduced and analyzed using the single-phase laboratory setup, and in Publication
II, operation of the CCB is also verified with a three-phase setup. The CCB is a device
that can be externally tripped, and therefore, short-circuit current injection is not required.
The trip circuit detects overcurrent and controls the device. This protection method can
be employed with a network structure using a single CEI, presented in Figure 4.6a.

With the CCB, the trip can similarly be based on (1) current trip or (2) current limitation.
The first option is demonstrated in Figure 4.8 and the second in Figure 4.9. The trip limit
is set to 70Apeak, which is the absolute value above which the CEI initiates shutdown
and the CCB trips. The purpose of the shutdown is to extinguish the arc between the
contact gap of the CCB immediately without waiting the 50 Hz sine wave to reach the
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Figure 4.8: Measured short-circuit protection using the CCB with current trip (Publication II).
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Figure 4.9: Measured short-circuit protection using the CCB with current limitation (Publication
II).

zero crossing. The CEI then waits for 50 ms to ensure that the CCB is operated and then
restarts. If compared with Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the trip timeis notably shorter, and, most
importantly, the current is very low and the aforementionedinductor saturation does not
take place. It is also evident that although the trip limit isrelatively low,i2 does not exceed
the trip value, which results from the higher inductance of the isolated system. If the
CCB is based on a semiconductor switch, there is no need for the dead time, because the
switch opens immediately. The short-circuit behavior of the CCB with current limitation
is presented in Figure 4.9. The secondary current of the transformer is limited to 70Apeak
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(middle), and no saturation is present in the transformer primary currenti1 (top) or the DC
currentidc (bottom). The CEI feeds the limited current for 40 ms after which it initiates
shutdown and trips the CCB. The CEI is similarly restarted after a50 ms dead time.

4.3 Conclusions

Three short-circuit control methods were introduced and demonstrated. All of them have
their pros and cons, and none of them is a solution for every purpose. Even though the
need for fault current injection makes the design of the CEI more challenging, it is still
the only option for areas where the LVDC network is used to replace existing networks.
Usually, changes cannot be made on the customer premises, and therefore, the new system
has to be compatible with the protection devices already installed. The CCB could be a
compatible solution, but the lack of commercially available products prevents its use. The
control and trip circuits, discussed briefly in PublicationI, also require standardization.
The overcurrent trip method can be used in applications where the CEI supplies a single
load group or a small number of load groups, such as in apartments. It provides low-
current protection and requires no component overdimensioning; however, the current
standardization does not allow only a semiconductor for protection. Therefore, it can
be concluded that without changes in the standardization and before novel commercially
available protection devices, the fault current injectionis the only applicable protection
method.
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5 Electromagnetic interference

When a customer-end network is completely supplied with power electronics instead of a
public low-voltage AC distribution network, the magnitudes of common-mode (CM) and
radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic interferences (EMI) have to be studied. In Publica-
tion III, EMI issues of the LVDC research setup are analyzed.At the time of writing the
publication, the rectifier was a thyristor bridge rectifier,depicted in Figure A.2a. When
the rectifier was upgraded to a grid-tie rectifying converter shown in Figure A.2b, new
measurements were conducted, and they will be analyzed in a future publication. How-
ever, some of the measurement results are introduced in thisdoctoral dissertation, and
they are compared with the previous results.

5.1 Standardization

It was discussed in Publication III that the standardization is not satisfactory from the
LVDC perspective, because in short, the standards mainly concern electricity consuming
appliances. In particular, the problem lies in the most important frequency range from
the 40th fundamental frequency harmonic (2 kHz) to 150 kHz. EN 50065-1 (EN 50 065-
1, 1991), which is a standard for signaling at low-voltage electrical installations in the
frequency range from 3 kHz to 148.5 kHz, concerns disturbances produced by the com-
munication devices, not the allowed disturbances originating from the LV network itself.
From the RF EMI point of view, CISPR 18-2 CISPR 18-2 (2010) does not provide lim-
its for frequencies below 150 kHz, and no limits are defined for radiating disturbances
for frequencies between 9 kHz and 30 MHz in EN 50065-1. The standard only covers
conducted disturbances measured with an artificial network. According to (Dong et al.,
2012), the AC-side measurements have been applied also to theDC side in different cases.
In (Burkart and Kolar, 2012), the solution was to extrapolateGerman BDEW (Bundesver-
band der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft) EMI limits between2 and 9 kHz for the MV side
to range it up to 150 kHz. It is clearly seen that there has beena need for standardization
that would also cover disturbances below 150 kHz. Even the most present document,
while writing this dissertation,IEC TS 62578:2015-04: Power electronics systems and
equipment - Operation conditions and characteristics of active infeed converter (AIC)
applications including design recommendations for their emission values below 150 kHz
(IEC, 2015) states:

In the frequency range from 2 to 150 kHz, up to now, no conducted emission limit has been
defined in the CISPR 11 or in the IEC product standards dealing with powerelectronic sys-
tems and equipment. Manufacturers have no obligation to check them and these emissions
are most of the time not known.

Therefore, the interference analysis is based on in situ measurements conducted on site.
On-site measurements were the only way to gain knowledge about the CM and RF EMI
in an LVDC distribution system in a public distribution network. Publication III addresses
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three types of measured interferences: 1) CM currents in the customer-end networks, 2)
CM current in the DC network, and 3) RF interferences close to the LVDC research site.

5.2 CM current in a DC network

It is shown in Figure 5.1a that the rectifier and the CEIs connected to the unearthed DC
are the common-mode sources in the LVDC distribution. Of course, if there are other
converters such as PV converters connected to the DC network, they also act as distur-
bance sources. In a DC network, there are no devices, except for the CEIs and other
possible converters, that are directly connected to the DC network. Therefore, the CM
current in the DC network has no effect on the electrical or equipment safety. However,
the CM current in the DC network produces RF disturbances, discussed later in this chap-
ter. Therefore, the converters have to be designed properlyto keep especially radiating
interferences as low as possible. Although the disturbances originating from a single
LVDC distribution network can be at an acceptable level, several networks in a nearby
area aggravate the situation.
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Figure 5.1: Equivalent circuits of the system (a) and a single CEI (b).

The CM current and impulsive noise generated by the power converters have also an im-
pact on the feasibility of the power line communication (PLC)in the DC cable. Because
the grid is branched, and comprises changing impedances andthe ends of the DC grid
are terminated to switched-mode power electronics, that is, the rectifier and the CEIs, the
channel is very challenging for the high-frequency (HF) band PLC. For instance, it has
been shown that HF band PLC is a feasible data transmission method, but because of the
signal attenuation, the communication distances in the LVDC grid are limited (Pinomaa,
2013). In (Pinomaa et al., 2014), applicability of narrowband (NB) PLC in the LVDC
research site is studied. As a conclusion, a reliable communication link without repeaters
can be provided with the novel NB PLC technique, namely the G3-PLC, which operates
in the 150–500 kHz frequency band. However, the data rates provided by the G3-PLC are
insufficient for the current grid monitoring application implemented on the active power
electronic devices used in the LVDC system (Lana, 2014), (Lana et al., 2015a).

In Publication III, the DC network CM currentiCM,DC was measured at the rectifying
substation, at the beginning of the DC cable with a current transducer. In Figure 5.2a, the
structure of the system and the current measurement points are shown, and in Figure 5.2b,
the measurement of the CM current in the DC cable is in progress. A Rohde & Schwarz
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ESHS 30 EMI test receiver was applied in all measurements, together with a Rohde &
Schwartz EZ-17 current transducer. Two frequency ranges of10–150 kHz and 150 kHz
– 1 MHz were used, and the settings of the test receiver for both ranges are shown in
Table 5.1. The measurements were conducted using peak and quasi-peak detectors, and
the quasi-peak values are indicated by ‘x’ in the figures.
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Figure 5.2: Structure of the system and the CM current measurement points (a). CM current
measurement using the current transducer (b).

Table 5.1: EMI test receiver settings (Publication III).

Value Frequency range 1 Frequency range 2

Start frequency [Hz] 10k 150k
Stop frequency [Hz] 150k 1M
Frequency step [Hz] 100 5k
IF bandwidth [Hz] 200 10k

Meas. time (peak) [ms] 100 20
Meas. time (quasi-peak) [s] 1 1

The measurement results are shown in Figure 5.3. It was expected that with the thyristor
bridge rectifier (Figure A.2a), the CM current is low, becausein normal operation, the
thyristor bridge rectifier corresponds with the diode bridge rectifier. The current is less
than 70 dBµA (3.2 mA) throughout the frequency range, and only at 300 kHz, 80 dBµA
(10 mA), the current peak value is higher. However, the quasi-peak value (x) is 20 dBµA
lower. It can be seen that there is only a minor difference between the normal (red) and the
rectifier-ON-CEIs-OFF (green) operation; only the 300 kHz and 16 kHz CEI switching
frequency stand out clearly. Therefore, the effect of the CM current on the operation of
the LVDC distribution can be neglected. However, it was stated in Publication III that the
CM current generates RF disturbances and makes the PLC communication challenging.
Therefore, CM current filtering actions may be required.

With the PWM rectifying converter (Figure A.2b), the CM current level is notably higher,
which can be seen in Figure 5.3b. This is due to the power electronics switches that are
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(a) Thyristor bridge (reproduced from Pub. IV)
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(b) PWM grid-tie rectifier, no filter
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(c) PWM grid-tie rectifier with a CM choke

Figure 5.3: Measured DC network CM currents with the thyristor bridge rectifier (a) and the
PWM rectifying converter. For the PWM converter, results are available with (b) and without (c)
a CM choke. Note different y-axis scaling in subplot a.

actively controlled during the normal operation. The current throughout the frequency
range is higher than with the thyristor bridge rectifier. It is also evident by comparing the
red and green curves that the CEIs have no effect on the CM current. When the highest
CM current with the thyristor bridge rectifier was 70 dBµA (10 mA), it is now 105 dBµA
(251 mA). This degrades the feasibility of the PLC. In this application, the manufacturer
advices that the EMC filter of the converter unit should be removed because of the un-
earthed IT DC network. This was done according to the manual.

To decrease the CM current, two similar CM chokes were built andinstalled at the rec-
tifying substation. A 3D model of the choke is shown in Figure5.4b. The chokes are
connected according to Figure 5.4a. The CM current after the filter installation can be
seen in Figure 5.3c. The currents at the frequencies below 30kHz are not affected, which
results from the CM circuit structure: the capacitance to earth plays a significant role
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and therefore, the frequency dependence of the CM circuit impedance corresponds to the
capacitive reactance. At low frequencies, the effect of thefilter is insignificant because
the CM circuit impedance is notably higher than the filter impedance. Reduction at the
higher frequencies is significant, 10–35 dBµA. For instance at 500 kHz, the current is
decreased from 108 dBµA (251 mA) to 72 dBµA (4 mA). The current is still higher than
with the thyristor bridge rectifier, but the curves convergeat 1 MHz. The CM choke pro-
duces some losses, which can be seen in Figure 5.4c, where an infrared camera photo of
the choke under normal operation is shown. The filter and EMI issues with the PWM
rectifying converter are discussed in more detail in a future publication.
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Figure 5.4: A) Location of the filters in the system, b) a 3D model of the CM choke, and c) an
infrared camera photo of the operating choke.

5.3 Customer-end network

CEIs connected to the DC network produce CM voltage against earth. As a result, the
CM current is injected to the customer-end network. The dominating frequencies are the
switching frequency and its harmonics. Again, no standardized levels are available for
those frequencies, and therefore, in Publication III, the customer-end CM currents were
analyzed from the electrical safety point of view; the analysis is based on measurements
conducted on the LVDC research site. The results are from thesystem with the thyris-
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tor bridge rectifier. The standard IEC 60479-2 (IEC, 1987) introduces a frequency factor
Ff , which is a ratio of the threshold current for the relevant physiological effects at the
frequencyf on the threshold current at 50 Hz. The frequency factor differs for percep-
tion, let-go, and ventricular fibrillation. In Figure 5.5a,the frequency factor for the let-go
threshold is shown. It can be seen that the required current increases with the frequency.
The curve in the standard ends at 1 kHz, but according to Perkins, the curve can be ex-
tended to 1 MHz (b), which is “the long standing dividing frequency between electrical
safety and EMC, and the extension is based upon the published data plus a general medi-
cal understanding of the conduction of current within the body that allows for a continual
increase in the allowed current to the end frequency carrying on the same reduction in
effects specifically measured” (Perkins, 2014). As a conclusion, the electrical safety of
the LVDC distribution network can be ensured if the CM currentcan be kept below the
limits. This is not associated with the safety issues with 50Hz, because the customer-end
network is already built safe for the line frequency currents, and the analysis is performed
to reveal possible issues with the higher frequencies originating from the CEI.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: A) Variation of the threshold of let-go within the frequency range 50/60 Hz to1000
Hz (IEC, 1987). B) Extended frequency factor curve (Perkins, 2014).

The CM current has to be low enough not to degrade electrical safety or affect the op-
eration of the devices on the customer premises. In other words, the CEIs have to be
fully compatible with the existing customer-end networks,designed for the conventional
AC supply. The key element in the CM current path to the customer-end network is the
isolation transformer, located at the output of the CEI. Figures 5.1b and A.2 show that
the CM current can only flow through the impedance between the transformer primary
and secondary, consisting of resistance, inductance, and capacitance. When the isolation
transformer used on the LVDC reseach site was measured, the resistance and inductance
in the measurements were so high that they have no effect on the impedance of the parallel
RLC circuit between the primary and the secondary. Hence, thetransformer impedance
Ztransf. in the CM current circuit can be calculated using the frequency f and the trans-
former capacitanceCtransf. as
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Ztransf. =
√
R2 −X2 = XCtransf.

=
1

2πfC
. (5.1)

The impedance depends onf , which is the CEI switching frequency (or its harmonic), and
Ctransf. which depends on the transformer structure, also if the transformer is inside the
galvanically isolating DC/DC converter. When higher switching frequencies are enabled
by modern SiC and GaN transistors, the size of the isolation transformer in the DC/DC
converter decreases. In addition, the DC/DC converter itself is a CM current source.
Finally, the power requirement of the customer affects the structure of the CEI; is the
optimal structure achieved by using a single high-power CEI or several parallel-operating
CEIs? These are the issues that have to be taken into account when designing the CEI.

The impedance was calculated for the CEI isolation transformer of the LVDC research
site. With the measured capacitanceCtransf.=290 pF and the switching frequencyf=16
kHz, Ztransf. ≈ 34 kΩ. When the maximum voltage against earth is 750 V in the worst
case, the CM earth current becomes 22 mA. In Figure 5.6, the measured CM currents
iCM,cust1, iCM,cust2, andiCM,cust3 of the customer-end networks 1, 2, and 3, respectively,
are depicted. The switching frequency of the CEI and its harmonics are clearly shown in
the red curves, but single harmonics disappear after 150 kHz, which is due to the different
EMI test receiver settings. The maximum measured currents are 4 mA, 0.25 mA, and
8 mA (72 dBµA, 48 dBµA, and 75 dBµA in the figure, respectively). It can be seen
that the customer-end network structure and devices connected to the network have an
influence on the CM current magnitude. Because customer 2 is a summer cottage and
the measurements were conducted in wintertime, there are fewer devices connected to
the network. Therefore, the difference between an energized (red) and a de-energized
(blue) network is small, resulting from a high-impedance CM current path. In networks 1
and 3, CM current magnitudes are more similar and differencesbetween the red and blue
graphs are significant. The measurements show that the CM currents in the customer-end
networks are essentially lower than the calculated worst-case current, and the different
user-end network structures have an effect on the CM current.

5.3.1 EMI filters and residual current devices

Many electronic devices include an EMI filter for high-frequency interference attenuation.
The attenuation depends on the selected filter, but the frequencies desired to be filtered
are notably higher than the line frequency, as can be seen in Figure 5.7a. Therefore,
there is no attenuation at the 50 Hz frequency. However, withthe CEI supply, there are
frequencies higher than 50 Hz originating from the CM currentinjection, with a higher
magnitude than in a normal AC supply. This can lead to three situations:

1. The current through the filter to the earth (Figure 5.7b) can be higher than the filter
rating, which can result in filter overheating, equipment failure, and a risk of fire.
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Figure 5.6: Measured customer-end network CM currentsiCM,cust1 (a), iCM,cust2 (b), and
iCM,cust3 (c). The red color indicates the CM current when the CEI under test is operating, and
the blue color the current with the CEI turned off (adapted from PublicationIII).

2. If the EMI-filtered device is supplied through a residual current device (RCD), it
may trip in normal operation. In particular, this is the caseif there are several
devices with EMI filtering supplied with a single RCD.

3. If a device with an EMI filter is connected to an unearthed socket, the potential of
the device may rise, and touching the device could cause an electric shock.

In (Freschi, 2012), the behavior of RCDs at frequencies higherthan the rated one is ana-
lyzed using type AC and A RCDs, which are intended for sinusoidal alternating currents
and pulsating direct current, respectively. Freschi concluded that the behavior of RCDs
at a high frequency is more strongly influenced by the typology rather than by the values
assumed by their physical parameters, and the measurementsat high frequencies show
that all AC/d- and A/e-type RCDs have a tripping time below the values prescribed by
the IEC standards. Hence, it can be concluded that the RCDs do not trip below the rated
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Figure 5.7: Attenuation loss curve (a) and schematics (b) of a Schurter 5500.2002 EMI filter used
in the measurements. In a), the solid line indicates common mode and the dashed linedifferential
mode (Publication III).

current at high frequencies, especially, because the frequency in this application is higher
than the 1 kHz Freschi used. Figure 5.8 illustrates the measured earth currentsiearth,EMI

for two EMI filters connected to the output of the CEI, as shown in Figure 5.2a, and the
currents are measured at the protective earth conductors ofthe EMI filters, also shown in
the figure. When no filter is connected, the current equalsiCM,cust1. The filters are typical
AC-side line filters dimensioned to attenuate frequencies above 100 kHz. This may also
result from the lack of the 2–150 kHz frequency band in the standardization, and there-
fore, filtering at those frequencies is not relevant for the manufacturers.
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Figure 5.8: Measured CM earth currentsiearth,EMI through the studied EMI filters connected to
the CEI output (reproduced from Publication III).

It was expected that the switching frequency and its harmonics are evident also in this
measurement. Filter b (blue) has a better attenuation at lower frequencies, but filter a
(red) attenuates better at higher frequencies. The currentmagnitude at high frequencies
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increases by 20–40 dBµA when EMI filters are connected, depending on the filter, when
compared with the no filter (green) curve. Hence, it can be assumed that the filter produces
a parallel low-impedance path for the CM current, which conducts the majority of the
current. The highest measured currents between 10 and 150 kHz are 40–60 dBµA (0.1–1
mA). Filter b (red) attenuates better at the higher frequencies, which was expected because
of the attenuation properties of the filters. Therefore, it can be concluded that there are
no challenges with the aforementioned issues 1, 2, and 3, andin this respect, no electrical
safety degradation occurs.

5.4 Radio frequency EMI

The DC network is constructed using a three-conductor underground AC cable with an
earthed concentric conductor, but it could also be built using a four-conductor AC cable
without a concentric conductor. It can be assumed that the cable with an earthed sheath
decreases the RF EMI, but the DC network is 1.7 km long, and therefore, it is not rea-
sonable to test different underground cable types. Hence, the results are provided for
the three-core concentric cable. The RF measurements were conducted with a Rohde &
Schwartz HFH 2-Z2 loop antenna, which was located at a 50 m range from the overhead
line (Figure 5.9), as instructed in CISPR 18-2 (CISPR 18-2, 2010). The EMI test receiver
settings are shown in Table 5.1. According to CISPR 18-2, the measurements should be
conducted at certain silent frequencies, and in that case, information concerning other fre-
quencies would be lost. Therefore, standardized measurements could not be performed.

CEI 1

CEI 2

CEI 3

Rectifying 

substation

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Measurement scheme for RF EMI measurements (a) and the actual measurement
setup (b).

The main objective was to compare the results from the normally operating system with
the de-energized network. The results are depicted in Figure 5.10. It can be seen that
the RF EMI originating from the system with the thyristor bridge rectifier (Figure 5.10a)
is insignificant. It is stated in Publication III that the LVDC network converters have an
impact on the measured frequency spectrum, but the field strengths of the frequencies
originating from the LVDC network can be neglected. The situation is different with the
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PWM rectifying converter (Figure 5.10b), which was expectedon the grounds of the CM
current measurements. The shape of the curve is also similarwith the CM current curve.
Because the converter uses hysteresis modulation, no singleswitching frequency or its
harmonics are noticeable. When the difference in the field strengths between the ‘system
ON’ and ‘system OFF’ conditions was a few dBµV/m, it is 50 dBµV/m at worst with the
PWM rectifying converter without the CM filter. The highest field strengths also occur at
high frequencies. It was assumed that the interference willdecrease when the CM chokes
are installed. In Figure 5.10c, a dramatic reduction, especially at the higher frequencies,
can be seen. The difference between the energized and de-energized systems is small.
Without clear standardized limits for the RF radiation, it can be assumed from the results
that the radiation originating from the LVDC research site is at an acceptable level.
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(a) Thyristor bridge
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(b) PWM grid-tie rectifier, no filter
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(c) PWM grid-tie rectifier with CM choke

Figure 5.10: Measured RF EMI with the thyristor bridge (a) rectifier and the PWM rectifying
converter. For the PWM converter, results are available with (b) and without (c) a CM choke. The
red color indicates the normally operating system and the blue color the de-energized network.
The results are from measurements with a maximum antenna direction.
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5.5 Conclusions

Common-mode and radio-frequency issues concerning the LVDCdistribution were ad-
dressed. The analysis was based on measurements of CM currents in the customer-end
networks and the DC network, and RF interferences close to theLVDC research site.
It can be concluded that with the thyristor bridge rectifier,both the CM current in the
DC network and the RF interferences can be neglected. When the thyristor bridge was
replaced with a PWM rectifying converter, disturbances increased significantly. To im-
prove the situation, CM chokes were designed and installed near the rectifier. As a result,
the CM current decreased dramatically, which led to a lower RF interference. Actually,
the difference between the thyristor and the PWM rectifiers became small. The impact
of the PWM rectifier on the interferences of the LVDC research site will be analyzed in
more detail in a future publication. The results of the customer-end network CM current
measurements reveal that in this application, currents areat a sufficient level to provide
safe electricity supply. However, the LVDC research site isdeveloped further, and new
measurements and analyses are required when the convertersin the system are modified.
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6 Public network research site

The structures of the power electronics addressed in this doctoral dissertation use well-
studied topologies currently available. It was clear from the beginning that the research
will be strongly influenced by the experimental work, because the main focus of the work
was to adapt these topologies to this application. Of course, simulations and calculations
had to be performed before actual implementation, but the main results are gathered from
the experimental setups in the laboratory ((Nuutinen et al., 2011b)) and the public distri-
bution network. For some results such as the short-circuit operation and the EMI issues,
the setups were essential. In this chapter, the public network setup, which has been the
most important target for the development, is introduced. It has the following features:

• 12-pulse half-controlled thyristor bridge rectifier (Jun. 2012–Oct. 2013)
• Two grid-tie rectifying converters (Nov. 2013 onwards)
• 1.7 km long bipolar DC network, replaces a 1000 V AC installation
• Three three-phase CEIs with galvanic isolation, similar to the three-phase laboratory setup
• Four actual electricity end-users
• Converterless directly connected BESS (Oct. 2014 onwards)
• Battery charge/discharge control using the rectifier
• Web-based control and monitoring solution

The research site was established to enable comprehensive practical studies concerning
different areas of the LVDC distribution. The objective wasto implement a combination
of a fully functional LVDC system and a flexible research platform to a public distribu-
tion network. The network is operated by the distribution system operator (DSO) Järvi-
Suomen Energia Oy and owned by the power company Suur-Savon Sähk̈o Oy, and the
site was built in collaboration between LUT and the company.While writing this disser-
tation, the research site has experienced two aforementioned major upgrades. Publication
IV lists the following research objectives, among which newobjectives concerning the
use of BESS in this application are introduced.

• Verification of the LVDC network andµGrid functionalities.
• Verification of the system planning principles.
• Verification of the developed technical solutions, functionalities, analysis methodology, and

design methods.
• Verification and development of the system design, control algorithms, andmanagement

systems.
• Experiences of the durability and reliability of the electronic components in a demanding

distribution network environment.
• Feedback for the equipment development.
• Installation inspections and authorized approval of structures.
• Experiences from the electricity end-users and installation and operationspersonnel.
• Practical experiences to support LVDC system standardization.
• Development of optimal control strategies for the BESS.
• Evaluation of the operational life of the BESS in this application.
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The setup is built in a 1/0.4 kV AC supply area, which was considered to be the best
location available from the LVDC point of view: (1) the transmission distances were
suitable, (2) the number of customers (four) was not too highfor a research setup, (3)
the network was already undergrounded with a compatible cable, (4) the installation of
optical fiber cables for communication was possible, and importantly, (5) the customers
were willing to participate in the study. Because the system to be built is a novel solution
for this purpose, the power electronics had to be designed and built by the researchers, and
the reliability at the beginning was considered not that good. Hence, it takes about half
an hour to return the original AC supply to use, which is essential in the case of a failure
in the LVDC system. However, the backup supply had to be unexpectedly used only for
two times over the last three years. In Figure 6.1, the LVDC research site is shown, and
in Table 6.1, the properties of the system are listed.

Figure 6.1: LVDC research site located on the map (reproduced from Publication IV).

6.1 Rectifier and DC network

The DC network is supplied from the 20 kV MV network through a 100 kVA double-tier
transformer and the rectifier, which are installed in a transformer substation depicted in
Figure 6.2a. At the beginning, bidirectional power transmission was not required, and
a half-controlled thyristor bridge rectifier topology was selected. With its simplicity and
sufficient control options, it provided a quick way to implement the rectifier. The thyristor
bridge rectifier was later replaced by a grid-tie rectifyingconverter, constituting commer-
cial converter units, because bidirectional power transmission and control over the DC
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Table 6.1: System specifications and technical design criteria.

System Property Value

Earthing DC network IT
Customer-end network TN-(C)-S

Supply 3-phase double-tier 50 Hz
transformer Nominal power 100 kVA

Group Ddy0y5
Ratio Pri: 20.5(±2x2.5%

Sec: 0.53/0.53 kV
Impedance 4%

Rectifier 1 Structure 12-pulse half-controlled
thyristor bridge

Nominal power 50+50 kVA
Short-circuit capacity >2 kA
Output voltageUDC ±750 V

Distortion max. pulsation 10%,
no THD limit

Network capacitance 12 mF
Measurements UDC−

, UDC+, uAC, Uctrl

IDC−
, IDC,M, IDC+

Trect, Rearth

Rectifier 2 Structure PWM grid-tie converter
Nominal power 35+35 kVA

Short-circuit capacity >2 kA
Output voltageUDC ±750 V

Distortion max. pulsation<1%,
no THD limit

Network capacitance 12 mF
Measurements UDC−

, UDC+, uAC−
, uAC+

IDC−
, IDC,M, IDC+, IAC−

, IAC+

Uctrl, Tcabinet, Tfilter, Rearth

CEIs Structure 3-phase with galvanic isolation
Nominal power 16 kVA

Short-circuit capacity 200Arms

Output voltageuAC 230/400 V
Frequency 50 Hz±0.1%

Variation (normal) ±1%
(Island operation max.) -15%

Distortion THDU<5%
Isolation

transformer 3-phase 50 Hz
Nominal power 16 kVA

Group Dyn11
Ratio 400/400 V

Impedance <4%
Measurements uL1, uL2, uL3, UDC, Uctrl

iL1, iL2, iL3, iN, isum, IDC

TIGBT, Tcabinet

BESS A/B Nominal capacity 30 kWh
Fully charged voltage 790 V (3.36 V cell voltage)

Fully discharged voltage 710 V (3.02 V cell voltage)
Maximum charging power / current 30 kW / 1C

Maximum discharging power / current (nominal) 30 kW / 1C
Maximum discharging power / current (peak) 60 kW / 2C

Number of cells 235
Battery cells Type LiFePO4

Capacity 40 Ah
Nominal voltage 3.2 V

Upper limit voltage 3.65 V
Cut-off voltage 2.5 V

Cycle life 2000 @ 80% DOD,
0.2C discharge
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.2: a) Rectifying substation with the BESS on the left, b) half-controlled thyristor bridge
rectifier, and c) PWM grid-tie rectifying converter.

network voltage were required for the BESS. In Figure 6.2, thethyristor bridge rectifier
(b) and the PWM rectifying converters (c), installed in the low-voltage side of the sub-
station (a), are presented. In Figure A.2, the structures ofthe rectifiers are also shown.
When the rectifier was upgraded, an additional measurement card was installed to enable
high-resolution measurements and disturbance recording also at the rectifier-end of the
network. With the thyristor bridge rectifier, the resolution was insufficient. The measure-
ment card, developed first for the CEI control, is installed inthe transparent box shown in
Figure 6.2c.

The DC network is a 1.7 km long undergrounded bipolar network, constructed as a terrain-
isolated functionally unearthed (IT) system. As was discussed above, the electrical safety
issues require the use of an unearthed structure. The cable is a PVC-insulated AC cable,
which was already in use with the 1/0.4 kV AC distribution. Because of the earthing
arrangement, an insulation monitoring device is used to monitor the level of insulation of
the DC network. The device controls the molded-case circuit-breakers before the rectifier,
also used in the short-circuit protection, to disconnect the supply if the duration of an earth
fault is long enough. The standardization requires an earthresistance of at least 1 MΩ.

6.2 CEIs

When the three-phase CEI was designed, the requirements were set to enable full hard-
ware and software customization. With the experiences fromthe single-phase laboratory
setup, the target was to reduce restrictions that prevent studies, tests, or implementations
of advanced functionalities. As a result, commercial solutions were rejected. Currently,
the site comprises three CEIs; one connected to the minus poleand two to the plus pole
of the bipolar DC network (Figure A.2). The CEIs provide 230/400 VAC voltage to four
end-users as presented in Figure 6.1. The galvanic isolation enables the interconnection
of the IT DC network and the functionally earthed TN customer-end network. As it is
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discussed in Chapter 3, the 50 Hz transformer-based isolation is not the best option, but
it enabled the CEI to be operational at short notice. The CEI is designed to supply short-
circuit current, which is studied in Chapter 4. The installation of the CEI in an outdoor
cable distribution cabinet is shown in Figure 6.3a, and the components of the CEI are
depicted in Figure 6.3b.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: a) CEI 3 located by the road and b) an inside view of the CEI cabinet.

The CEIs require adequate performance for power electronicscontrol, measurement data
recording, and protection and fault ride through (FRT) functions. The control board com-
prises two Texas Instruments TMS320F28335 digital signal processors (DSP). DSP 1 is
used for the IGBT control purposes only, and DSP 2 is responsible for all other CEI
functions. Two DSPs enable the development of power electronics control algorithms
separately from the other functionalities, which is a significant advantage in a research
setup. The board includes 16 measurement channels with a resolution of 12 bits. The
same control board is used in the rectifier measurements and for the BESS control and
monitoring, but only with a single processor installed. TheCEI control board and the
signals and the peripherals of the DSPs are presented in Figure 6.4.

6.3 BESS

The output voltage of the rectifier can be adjusted between 710 V and 790 V, and it has
no effect on the customer-end voltage level and quality. Thus, the BESS was designed to
be directly compatible with the DC network voltage levels. The objective was to use the
rectifier to manage the charging and discharging of the BESS. In (Nuutinen et al., 2015),
the implementation of the BESS is covered, and the BESS is also discussed in (Lana et al.,
2014a) and (Lana et al., 2015b). Because of the bipolar network structure (Figure A.2b),
the BESS consists of two similar sets of batteries, A and B, bothwith control devices,
measurements, and battery management systems of their own.Photographs of the BESS
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Figure 6.4: Control board of the CEI (a) and signals and peripherals of the controlboard (b)
(Publication IV).

are presented in Figure 6.5, and the main power and control circuits in Figure 6.6. The
BESS is installed by the rectifying substation, shown in Figure 6.2a. Currently, the BESS
enables the following functionalities:

• BESS current/power control

– Constant current (CC) stage during charging and discharging

• DC network voltage control

– Constant voltage (CV) stage during charging and discharging

• Rectifier current/power control

– MV grid supply power control (enables load leveling)

• Island mode

– Rectifier zero-current mode
– Disconnection from the MV network

• MV grid local frequency control (not yet fully implemented)

6.4 Control and monitoring system

The research site is located tens of kilometers away from both the DSO and LUT. Hence,
a remote supervision and management system was developed. The web-based system
allows the remote control over the rectifier, the CEIs, and theBESS, and enables system
supervision, disturbance recording, and display of high-resolution measurement data. The
rectifier, the CEIs, and the BESS comprise industrial box PCs interconnected through a
fiber optic communication network. The master unit is located in the rectifier substation.
The access to the control system is established either with an asymmetric digital sub-
scriber line (ADSL) connection or with a mobile data connection used for backup. The
control and monitoring system is covered in (Lana, 2014) and(Lana et al., 2015a).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Back-to-back installed A and B cabinets with pull-out battery shelves. The main
circuit control components are installed in cabinet A (a) and the control electronics in cabinet B
(b) (Publication IV).
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Figure 6.6: Control electronics and devices and the main circuit of the BESS.

6.5 Experiences from use

The site has produced a large amount of measurement data, butit has also provided expe-
riences from the use of an LVDC distribution in an actual environment. Climatic overvolt-
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ages, natural hazards, operating conditions, and unexpected situations have been valuable
for the system development. Despite some failures in the system, sometimes caused by
the user error, the result has always been an improvement to the system. There have been
many minor faults and situations, involving hardware and software, that have caused short
interruptions, but they have been anticipated in the first implementation. Also, it took al-
most 8000 hours before the backup AC supply had to be used for the first time. In this
section, some of the experiences are introduced, and they are also addressed in (Kaipia
et al., 2012), (Nuutinen et al., 2012), (Nuutinen et al., 2013) and Publication IV.

6.5.1 Climatic overvoltages

For protection against both the DC network overvoltage and the (climatic) overvoltage
against earth, surge protectors are installed in the rectifying substation and in the CEI
cabinets. However, these protectors are connected to the DCnetwork. During thunder-
storms, climatic overvoltages caused main power stage, gate driver, and current sensor
failures, which occured only at CEI 1. The latest event also destroyed the ADSL modem
and the embedded PC. An investigation revealed the reason forthis: the ADSL line surge
protectors, installed in a separate cabinet beside the CEI cabinet, have a poor connection
to earth. The internet service provider installed the cabinet and never connected it to the
available earthings to which the CEI cabinet was connected. A90Ω resistance was mea-
sured between the cabinets. Therefore, when overvoltage occurred in the ADSL line, it
surged through the modem to the 12 V supply circuit in the CEI cabinet, breaking other
devices connected to the circuit. After the earthing was corrected, no problems have oc-
curred ever since. An overvoltage in the DC network has not been an issue, as can be
seen in Figure 6.7, where an overvoltage event is depicted. It can be seen that the increase
in the voltage of the DC network is slow, and as a result, the CEIshuts itself down and
restarts after the voltage decreases below 770 V. The situation is controlled, and no over-
voltage occurs in the customer-end network. In this case, the thyristor bridge rectifier was
in use and the BESS was not yet installed.

6.5.2 HSARs and longer interruptions

With the thyristor bridge rectifier in use, the capacitors inthe DC network supplied the
network during the HSAR. The capacitors were dimensioned to be capable of feeding the
network for 0.5 s when the power per pole was less than 1.5 kW. The HSAR situation
is depicted in Figure 2.5. It can be seen that the customer-end voltage is kept constant
until the the DC network voltage reaches 610 V, where the output voltage is decreased
by 15% to increase the supply time of the capacitors. When the rectifier was replaced by
the grid-tie rectifying converter and the BESS was installed, longer interruptions could
be exdeeded by an island operation. In Figure 6.8, the power and state of charge (SOC)
of the plus-pole-connected BESS B is shown over one day. It canbe seen that the DC
network is supplied with a variable power during the 5 h interruption in the MV network.
After the interruption, the BESS is charged, but there are a few short interruptions also
during the charging process. Over this time, nominal voltage is supplied to the customer.
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Figure 6.7: Phase a voltage of the CEI 3 (a) and the DC network voltage of the plus pole (b)
during a DC network overvoltage situation, followed by an HSAR (PublicationIV). Thyristor
bridge rectifier is in use.
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Figure 6.8: The power (a) and SOC (b) of BESS B during supply network interruption.

6.5.3 Insulation resistance

The insulation resistance of the DC network varied between 20 MΩ and 30 MΩ, when
the site was commissioned. After nine months of use, a thunderstorm caused the afore-
mentioned faults in CEI 1. After that, the insulation resistance also decreased almost to
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10 MΩ, where it has remained for the last two years. The situation was investigated, and
it seems that the lightning has caused some damage to the underground cable of customer
2. This is, however, an unreliable result and requires more measurements. However, the
resistance is still notably higher than the required 1 MΩ, and no further actions are neces-
sarily required.

In the DC voltage and current measurement circuit, small isolating DC/DC converters
with a 1500 V isolation withstand voltage are used. Even though the voltage is double
the maximum voltage over the component, many of components broke down. This some-
times decreased the insulation resistance of the DC network, which resulted in the trip
of the insulation monitoring device and the system shutdown. Similar components in the
customer-end side measurement circuits operate well. After the DC-network-connected
components were replaced by a version with a higher isolation voltage rating, there have
been no issues with the DC/DC converters.

6.5.4 Customer-end voltage quality

The CEI enables constant customer-end voltage regardless ofthe power level used. The
CEI includes a delta-wye transformer, and after the first tests, it was clear that a sig-
nificant voltage unbalance occurs with unbalanced loads. Therefore, a voltage unbalance
correction was added to the control algorithm. In Figure 6.9, customer-end phase voltages
and powers from the LVDC research site are shown. It can be seen that the 1% voltage
unbalance cannot be achieved in every situation; with a small power consumption, the
unbalance is less than 1% most of the time, but when the power unbalance increases, the
phase voltage error exceeds 2%. However, the voltage unbalance is proportional to the
relative load unbalance between the phases, not to the absolute power consumption. The
output voltage control will be improved in the future.

The correction was operating sufficiently at CEIs 1 and 2. However, it caused voltage
flicker in certain operating conditions at CEI 3. It was found out that during a start-
up sequence of a heat pump of the customer, the unbalance correction algorithm caused
flicker. It could be detected only by observing a light bulb, not by using an oscilloscope
or a power quality meter. The algorithm was developed and tested, but the problem re-
mained. Therefore, the only option was to turn the feature off. This is one of the issues
that requires further study in the future.

6.5.5 Operating conditions

The components of the setup have experienced operating conditions varying from +30◦C
summer days to rough winter conditions with the temperatureof -30◦C. Still, no failures
caused by the operating conditions have occurred. The rectifier and the CEIs have only
a cooling fan for the hot conditions. In wintertime, the losses of the converter keep the
temperature at a sufficient level. This application is good from the thermal design point of
view; the highest powers are used in cold weather, and vice versa. Hence, relatively small
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Figure 6.9: Phase voltages (a) and powers (b) of the CEI over a 24 h period (Publication IV).

cooling solutions suffice. However, when the efficiencies ofthe next-generation convert-
ers are higher, the situation may be different, and humidityissues have to be addressed in
the design.

Because the BESS is installed by the rectifier, the losses are used to heat the BESS in
cold weather. The experiences have shown that the temperature of the BESS can be kept
15–20◦C above the ambient temperature. The battery cells require at least0◦ and -20◦

temperatures for the charging and discharging process, respectively. Therefore, additional
heating is required to ensure that the low temperature causes no additional aging of the
cells.

6.6 Future development and research

The BESS was installed less than a year ago, and the LVDC systemhas been developed
step by step to enable various smart grid functionalities. Currently, the BESS enable island
operation during interruptions and also in normal operation. With the BESS, power taken
from the MV network could also be regulated. In the future, PVpanels will be installed to
enable more advanced island operation together with the BESS. Thus, results from the use
of a battery energy storage in this kind of an application will be gathered, and the operating
life of the BESS can be evaluated. The network power flow can be controlled to maximize
the network energy efficiency and minimize electricity costs. Further, the control over the
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customer-end loads will be implemented to enable demand response functionalities. As
was dicussed in Chapter 3, the losses of the CEIs are currently high, and hence, the CEIs
will be upgraded to the next generation low-loss devices. ICT-based protection will be
among the research issues, because the converters in the LVDC network already involve
protection functions. However, the current standardization prohibits the use of power
electronics for protection.
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7 Conclusions

In this doctoral dissertation, power electronic converters in a public LVDC distribution
network were analyzed, and the requirements set by this application were addressed.
When compared with the present 400 V AC electricity distribution, the use of the±750
V DC voltage level significantly increases the transmissioncapacity with the same low-
voltage cables. As a result, the LVDC distribution system can be used to renovate present
MV branch lines and low-voltage networks, and it is also a potential solution for a new
network design. From the power electronics point of view, the LVDC distribution sys-
tem consists of a rectifier and CEIs for the end-user electricity supply. In addition to the
power electronics, the rectifier substation includes a double-tier transformer for MV net-
work interconnection and, of course, the undergrounded DC network itself. The LVDC
distribution network can be considered a smart grid: the rectifier and CEIs enable var-
ious functionalities, such as remote monitoring, control,metering, protection functions,
and power flow control both in the DC and customer-end networks. In the course of
the research, a research site was implemented in an actual distribution network, provid-
ing electricity supply for four customers. When writing thisdissertation, the system has
been in operation for over 1000 days. The research setup has been used to verify most
of the results presented in this work. The laboratory setupshave also been of a high value.

After the introduction, suitable rectifier topologies wereintroduced and analyzed. It was
concluded that the thyristor bridge rectifier is applicable, if the unidirectional power trans-
mission is adequate and no DC voltage control is required. This inexpensive, low-loss,
and easy-to-control solution has been used for over one yearon the LVDC research site
without any challenges. When there is a need for bidirectional power transmission and/or
DC network voltage control, the PWM grid-tie rectifier enables both these functionali-
ties. This topology was also an upgrade of the LVDC research site rectifier. In the next
chapter, the CEI was introduced. After the discussion of the requirements, single-phase
and three-phase topologies were analyzed, and three applicable topologies were selected:
a single-phase full-bridge, a three-phase four-leg, and a modular three-phase one. Loss
calculation for these topologies was made, using nine commercial switch components.
Because the CEI is used to supply actual customers, the electrical safety is important.
This was studied in the following two chapters. At first, the short-circuit operation of
the CEI was discussed. In Publication I, a single-phase CEI in the laboratory was used,
and in Publication II, the short-circuit behavior of the three-phase CEI used in the LVDC
research site was analyzed. It was concluded that in order tomeet the requirements set by
the present standards, the CEI has to provide adequate short-circuit current for the pro-
tection devices. This results in challenges in the CEI designand implementation. Other
protection methods, currently not allowed by the standards, were introduced and verified
by measurements.

Because the LVDC network involves power electronics, the electromagnetic interference
produced by the system had to be studied. The analysis in Publication III is based on mea-
surements conducted on the LVDC research site. The analysisis divided into three sec-
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tions: common-mode current in the DC network, common-mode current in the customer-
end network, and radio-frequency EMI originating from the research site. The main re-
sults are from the system with the thyristor bridge rectifier, and they are backed up with
the measurements gathered from the latest, PWM rectifier supplied system. It can be con-
cluded that with a proper galvanic isolation, CM current in the customer-end network is
very low and it does not degrade the safety of the end-user. The CM current in the DC
network has no effect on the electrical safety, but it affects the feasibility of PLC, what
was briefly discussed in Publication III. The RF interferencewas also low, but there are
deficiencies in the current standardization that prevent a proper analysis. As can be seen,
the public network research site plays an important role in the research; it has been the
most important setup, and it has been continuously developed over the last three years.
Hence, in the final chapter, it was addressed in detail.

7.1 Generality of the results

Some of the results of this dissertation can be well generalized in other LVDC applica-
tions. The CEI structures, loss analysis, and the short-circuit operation are not dependent
on the network structure or properties. Similarly, the rectifier structures are also applicable
to different types of LVDC systems. On the other hand, the results from the interference
analysis are obtained from this particular LVDC network. Many things affect the magni-
tude of the interference and the required countermeasures:the rectifier and CEI structures,
galvanic isolation, possible overhead-line DC network, ordifferent cable types, earthing
of the DC network in good grounding conditions, and also the size of the network and
the number of the customers. Still, the promising results with the self-manufactured con-
verters indicate that the interference is not an issue in other networks, either. The use of
the highest available±750 V voltage levels is a lifeline for long rural-area LVDC, but
in other applications, for instance in urban areas, other voltage levels are also possible.
This has also an effect on the interferences. From the CEI point of view, the DC network
voltage level was briefly discussed in this study. The selection of the voltage level is also
analyzed in (Karppanen et al., 2015).

7.2 Suggestions for future work

In the course of the research, two issues have been discovered to pose the major chal-
lenges: the customer-end short-circuit protection and thelosses of power electronics. The
developed low-current protection methods require both standard approval and commer-
cially available components to become feasible. Before that, the CEI has to be compatible
with present protection devices, which results in overdimensioning of the components.
This is, however, an important issue that requires further work. The losses of the power
electronics are crucial to the feasibility of the LVDC distribution. In particular, the losses
of the CEI have to be decreased. The author is confident that with DC/DC converter-based
galvanic isolation and novel CEI structures, together with modern SiC and GaN switches,
significant improvements can be made. The losses of the rectifier are also important. The
LVDC distribution requires a new way of thinking. The most important aspects are the
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life-cycle losses of the power electronics; the CEIs operatemost of the time at low power
levels, and therefore, optimization of the CEI based on that is more important than the
nominal power efficiency. This has been studied in a publication by the research team
(Mattsson et al., 2015b). It is also important to gather results from other LVDC networks
and compare them with these results to see the effects of the changes. This is important
for the generalization, and it also facilitates the networkdesign and converter develop-
ment.

From the results obtained, we may conclude that the LVDC research site, based on the
power electronics engineered during the research, has beensupplying four customers
quite reliably for over three years, which verifies the feasibility of the LVDC distribu-
tion system concept. The challenges encountered are not overwhelming, and hence, with
the aforementioned improvements, the concept is ready for commercial use.
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Appendix A: Laboratory and public network setups
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Figure A.1: Structure of a) single-phase and b) three-phase laboratory setups.
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Figure A.2: Structure of the LVDC research site with a) thyristor bridge rectifier and b) PWM
grid-tie rectifying converter and a battery energy storage system (BESS).
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